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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis was to explore how national -, organizational culture and management 
control systems interact, in the framework of two multinational organizations. Literature study, 
interviews and surveys were carried out and results were independently and mutually analyzed. 
Our findings can be used to get an increased understanding on how organizational culture can 
shape management controls to achieve a better cross-cultural integration and control for 
multinational organizations. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
Over the last decades globalization has evolved and number of multinational organizations 
(MNO) have increased. This has contributed to headquarters having multiple subsidiaries around 
the globe.  

This phenomenon influences not only available workforce but also products, standards, 
technologies and management practices (Busco C, et al., 2008). A thorough understanding of the 
complexity involved requires MNOs to consider a broad range of highly relevant topics such as 
national and organizational culture, different background, knowledge, laws and regulations for 
the subsidiaries compared to headquarters  (Noerreklit & Schoenfeld, 2000; Chung L.H., et al., 
2006). 

Due to the increased interaction between people in the global arena and the interest for cross-
cultural effects in our society and organizations, researchers have developed methods for 
evaluating the effect of culture on societies and organizations (Schwartz, 2012; Hofstede, 1981; 
House, et al., 2004). A link has been drawn between national and organizational culture since 
they have a strong effect on organizational behavior.  

1.2 Problem Discussion 
Organizational culture can be characterized in the following way: "the underlying value structure that 
creates meaning in organizational settings" (Henri, 2006), is organization specific and may be different 
than the value structure at the national level (Abdullah & Liang, 2013; Henri, 2006; Noerreklit & 
Schoenfeld, 2000; Williams & Van Triest, 2009).  

Organizational culture shapes expectations and perceptions of individuals within MNOs and 
determines how they perceive underlying control mechanisms seeking to achieve organizational 
objectives.   

Understanding employee’s perception of control mechanisms within MNOs is of major 
relevance in the area of management control since employee’s perception determine whether 
control mechanisms are successfully providing directions to all individuals within the 
organization, and consequently, whether objectives dictated at the organizational level are 
achieved. 

As described by Merchant and Van der Stede (2012), management control is a critical function in 
organizations and focuses on executing organizational objectives and ensuring that stakeholders 
within the organization are aligned towards them. Merchant and Van der Stede (2012) identified 
three types of controls necessary for enabling management control to fulfill its purpose: result 
controls, action controls and personnel/cultural controls.  

In the context of MNOs Merchant and Vander Stede (2012) state, "results control are necessary for the 
implementation of decentralized form of organizations with largely autonomous entities or responsibility centers and 
are used as means for controlling the behavior of employees with decision authority such as managers".  

There is no perfect management control system (MCS) according to Merchant and Van der 
Stede (2012), but still an organization should strive to have a MCS that enables it to achieve its 
objectives in the best possible way. Finding a suitable combination among results controls, action 
controls and personnel/cultural controls is part of an activity known as MCS design.  
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1.3 Problem formulation and purpose 
Research has convincing evidence that nationality of MNOs has a strong effect on performance 
evaluation and control of subsidiaries. Consequently, MCS design by headquarter is an important 
control factor for the subsidiaries (Dossi A & Patelli L, 2008). 

However, there are still unresolved control issues at MNOs that extends beyond national culture 
and that are linked to organizational culture and the effect of different business environments, 
diverse background and knowledge systems (Noerreklit & Schoenfeld, 2000), (Busco C, et al., 
2008).  Following issues have been found:  

One unresolved control issue is linked to the fact that researchers often work with some optimal 
or ideal methods to solve and adjust cultural differences. Perlmuttter (1969) suggested three 
diverse approaches with different starting points for creating MNOs: (1) ethnocentric- company 
culture (2) polycentrism- country culture (3) geocentric- synergy of beliefs between countries. 
However, Noerreklit (2000) argues that these approaches only point toward an “end” result, 
where they have merged and converged, but they do not deal with the real conflict before it 
emerges. 

Another unresolved control issue is linked to conflicts between culturally diverse groups that 
need to be integrated and coordinated when a MNO is growing excessively and become more 
global. Research by Busco (2008) investigated different possible methods that are applicable 
when MNOs expands: (1) Vertical vs. lateral relations, where vertical is defined by headquarters 
relation to subsidiary and lateral is the relation between subsidiaries; (2) Convergence vs. 
differentiation, is related to what extend headquarter and subsidiary shall grow together and what 
should be kept differently; (3) Centralization vs. decentralization, concerns delegated decision 
authority from headquarters to subsidiaries. Busco suggested a model, where the role of MCS 
was to integrate these three methods within MNOs (Busco C, et al., 2008; Burns J & Scapens 
R.W, 2000). Nonetheless, the model is not complete and future research has been proposed in 
the area of formal and informal controls in order to increase the understanding of the integration 
process in MNOs. 

A third unresolved control issue is linked to the understanding between headquarters and 
subsidiaries where a “new intra-organizational model of thinking” is needed. In this model 
headquarters and subsidiaries are partly overlapped implying some mutual degree of 
understanding. Similarly as with previous unresolved control issue, the model is not complete 
and further research in the area of management control is suggested for increasing “the 
commonality” of headquarters and subsidiaries (Noerreklit & Schoenfeld, 2000) (Dossi A & 
Patelli L, 2008). 

In real business life, there are several reasons why research in the area of management control in 
combination with organizational- and national culture is of importance for MNOs. One concrete 
example is the creation of a subsidiary of a MNO in a new country with complete different 
cultural values. A MNO needs to ensure that headquarters’ rules, procedures and core values are 
successfully transmitted to the subsidiary and kept coherent over time across the whole 
organization. 

In order to increase available knowledge in the area of management control and organizational 
culture which may help dealing with unresolved control issues, this thesis sought to answer 
following research question: 
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How does organizational culture foster the presence of cultural controls in the context of 
two European companies and subsidiaries in Southern Asia? 
 

1.4 De-limitations 
This thesis is limited to understand the effect of organizational culture on cultural controls 
between two MNOs. For the two MNOs two locations are chosen respectively: Germany and 
India versus Sweden and India. 

 

1.5 Thesis structure 

 
Figure 1 - Thesis Structure (own representation) 

Input for this thesis was a theoretical problem on management control literature which has its 
roots in real life interactions of many MNOS having offices located in different countries with 
different expectations. 

The first chapter describes the background of this thesis, articulates the problem addressed in 
this thesis, defines the objective to be achieved in this thesis and delimits the work that was 
done.  

The second chapter provides deeper insights into the problem addressed in this thesis, reviews 
theoretical concepts on culture, organizational culture and management control, and describes in 
detail the cross-cultural framework used in this thesis for evaluating organizational culture. 

The third chapter outlines methodology and decisions taken for choosing the research strategy 
used in this thesis. Research design is outlined together with a brief description of the case 
organizations where the problem in question was empirically analyzed. Finally, strategies for 
collecting data are described in detail together with sampling and data analysis decisions. 

The fourth chapter describes how empirical data gathered in this thesis fits into the cross-cultural 
framework used and sets the context for understanding empirical results. Empirical results for 
case organization are described by considering two aspects: organizational culture and cultural 
controls. 
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The fifth chapter describes how the comparison of case organizations was done and empirical 
results based on two propositions is outlined based on findings of chapter four. 

The sixth chapter summarizes the results of this thesis. It draws conclusions based on empirical 
findings and their analysis, it provides the theoretical and practical implications for the area of 
management control and organizational culture and, finally, provides suggestions for further 
research.  
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2 Theory 
As described by Hoffman & Weide (2009) organizations strive to standardize management 
control mechanisms with the purpose of creating a homogeneous set of mechanisms that enable 
them to steer the organization and its subsidiaries in a similar manner.  Through standardization, 
"performance of an organization is more comparable and predictable" (Hoffjan & Weide, 2009) and unfolds 
several advantages for an organization (Hoffjan & Weide, 2009): "cross-national synergy effects, cost 
savings, shorter reporting cycles, comparability between subsidiaries and a uniform and consistent company-wide 
financial strategy". 

Van der Stede (2003) argues that organizations striving for standardization seek to apply a "one 
size fits all" approach and deploy same management control mechanisms to all subsidiaries 
across the world. Along the same lines Hoffjan & Weide (2009) identified during their research 
that organizations may consciously disregard organizations' internationalization strategy and 
cultural factors when striving for standardized management control mechanisms. 

In the literature (Noerreklit & Schoenfeld, 2000; Budhwara & Sparrow, 2002; Van der Stede, 
2003) there is some convergence on the fact that deployment of same management control 
mechanisms across an organization has proved to be challenging since transplanting 
management control mechanisms from headquarters into other countries has led to numerous 
problems due  lack of understanding between headquarters and subsidiaries. Noerreklit & 
Schoenfeld (2000) argue that problems between the former and the latter arise due two reasons:  

1. Different business environments affecting operational outcomes 
2. Different background knowledge and culturally determined value systems. 

Different Business Environments: Noerreklit & Schoenfeld (2000) argue that each national 
environment is affected by some factors which define how a business environment is created 
within a national environment. Each one of them has a different degree of influence on business 
environment and the degree of influence of each factor may vary depending on the individual 
national environment.  Since factors influence national environments differently, measuring the 
performance of different national environments in the same manner may yield a distorted image 
of the performance of an organization. 

Different Cultural Values: Noerreklit & Schoenfeld (2000) argue that employees within large 
organizations possess different background knowledge and heterogeneous value systems due to 
the fact that their education and formation takes place within different national environments 
which possess unique cultural values. Consequently, an issue within large organizations may be 
interpreted differently depending on the location and its underlying cultural values, and may 
produce different results or invoke different solutions. As Noerreklit & Schoenfeld (2000) 
highlight, these differences in cultural values may lead to non-congruent understanding of issues, 
different interpretations and misunderstandings.   

Van der Stede (2003) outlined some cases exemplifying different expectations between nations:    

1. Individuals in cultures characterized by high uncertainty avoidance may generally prefer a budgetary 
control and incentive system that adheres to clearly specified, quantitative performance targets and provides 
strong, unambiguous link between effort, performance evaluation and incentive compensation. 

2. Individual performance measures and incentives are likely to run counter to the values of collectivistic 
cultures because they accentuate interpersonal differences and introduce interpersonal rivalry.  
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3. When power distance is high, lower-level managers are more likely to accept greater discretionary power 
being exercised by their superiors in performance evaluation and incentive determination. 

Therefore, whenever a large organization is trying to standardize management control 
mechanisms with the objective of achieving its objectives as a whole, it is essential to understand 
the cultural differences across organization's headquarters and subsidiaries since only then, the 
organization will be able to achieve its objective as a whole and not as individual units.  

2.1 Management Control Mechanisms 
As described previously, organizations make use of management control mechanisms for 
ensuring that stakeholders within the organization are aligned towards organizational objectives. 
Sandelin (2008) argues that management control mechanisms reduce uncertainty, enable 
organizations to growth and may help them to create an organizational culture and social order. 
At the same time, inappropriate management control mechanisms can damage the performance 
of an organization (Pernot & Roodhooft, 2014), can lead to financial losses, reputation damage 
and even organizational failure (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012).  

Merchant and Van der Stede (2012) defined three types of management control mechanisms for 
steering an organization towards organizational objectives:  

Results Controls 
Action Controls 
Personnel and Cultural Controls  

Results Controls: Merchant and Van der Stede (2012)  describe them as " an indirect form of 
control because they do not focus on the employee's actions or decisions". Instead, results 
control focus on measuring the outcome produced by employees and provides a reward if the 
outcome satisfies predefined criteria. The reward can be granted in several manners (Merchant & 
Van der Stede, 2012): monetary compensation, job security, promotion, autonomy, plum 
assignments and recognition. 

Action Controls: Merchant and Van der Stede (2012)  describe them as "the most direct form 
of management control because they involve taking steps to ensure that employees act in the 
organization´s best interest by making their actions themselves the focus of control. They can 
take four basic forms (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012): behavioral constraints, pre-action 
reviews, action accountability and redundancy. 

Personnel and Cultural Controls: Merchant and Van der Stede (2012)  describe personnel 
control as mean "to motivate employees to control their own behavior". They serve three 
purposes (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012): clarifying expectations from an organization 
towards an employee, ensuring that an employee is able to do a good job and increasing 
likelihood of an employee to self-monitoring himself/herself. Cultural controls are described by 
Merchant and Van der Stede (2012) as a mean "to motivate employees to control each other's behaviors". 
As explained by Merchant and Van der Stede (2012), they are a "power form of group pressure 
on individuals who deviate from group norms and values". Merchant and Van der Stede (2012) 
describe five ways for effecting cultural controls:  

1. Codes of Conduct 
2. Group based rewards 
3. Intra-organizational transfers 
4. Physical arrangements 
5. Tone at the top 
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All three types of management controls mechanisms contribute to the overall objective of 
management control by addressing a specific control problem within an organization. However, 
it is essential to analyze and understand the context under which those management controls 
mechanisms are being deployed since deploying them under unfavorably conditions may damage 
the performance of an organization. As noted at the beginning of this chapter, deploying same 
management control mechanisms across an organization has proved to be challenging since 
transplanting management control mechanisms from headquarters into other countries has led to 
numerous problems. 

Cultural controls are of extreme interest for this thesis since they are mainly designed by taking 
under consideration norms and values of a group. Those norms and values are the fundaments 
upon which an organizational culture is created and determine how employees within the 
organization behave and to which extent employees' contribute to achievement or organization 
objectives.  

In next chapters, norms and values will be addressed in more detail with the objective of 
understanding the effects of cultural differences in management control. 

 

2.2 Culture 
As discussed previously, cultural differences between nations may influence and create a 
distorted image of the performance of an organization. Hence, it is necessary to understand the 
meaning of culture and how to identify cultural differences between nations. 

There is no common definition of culture in the literature (Jahoda, 2012; Hofstede, 2001; 
Schwartz, 2012; House, et al., 2004; Kroeber & Kluckhohn, 1952; Matsumoto, 1996) due the 
broad range of human sciences that have approached the term culture:  anthropology, 
evolutionary biology, history, sociology, psychology, and many others.  

This thesis is built upon  the definitions of two prominent authors and one research organization 
whose focus have been to identify, measure and understand cultural differences: Hofstede 
(2001), Schwartz (2012) and the GLOBE research project (House, et al., 2004). 

Hofstede (2001) defines culture as "the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the 
members of one group or category of people from another".  
 
Schwartz (2012) defines culture as "the derivatives of experience, more or less organized, learned or 
created by the individuals of a population, including those images or encodements and their interpretations 
(meanings) transmitted from past generations, from contemporaries, or formed by individuals themselves". 
 
 The GLOBE research project (House, et al., 2004) defines culture as "shared motives, 
values, beliefs, identities, and interpretations or meanings of significant events that results from common 
experiences of members of collectives and are transmitted across age generations".  

Based on previous definitions of culture is possible to infer some common aspects of term 
culture: culture refers to a group of individuals which can be characterized by values, beliefs, 
experiences, motives and which make them unique. With this definition in mind, the next step 
for understanding cultural differences is to identify those values and principles to be able to 
describe and compare them and possibly to address issues that arise [2] when an organization 
strive for standardizing their management control mechanisms. 
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The focus of this thesis is on cultural values and principles at the organizational level. For this 
reason, is important to describe and understand the concept of organizational culture. 

2.2.1 Organizational Culture 
As described previously, culture refers to a group of individuals with particular values and 
principles. Therefore, if this concept is applied at a macro level, it would be possible to describe 
values and principles of people living within a country by clustering them into a group named 
nation and form the term known as national culture.  

One could argue that values and principles at national level could be used as base for 
understanding the issues described by Noerreklit & Schoenfeld (2000) in chapter [2] that arise 
when an organization strive for standardizing their management control mechanisms. However, 
values and principles of a nation do not describe fully values and principles of an organization.  

As identified by the GLOBE research project (House, et al., 2004), values and principles of a 
nation is only one of multiple factors influencing organizational culture. GLOBE research 
(House, et al., 2004) identified three factors influencing organizational culture: society effects, 
industry effects and society-by-industry interaction effects. 

According to GLOBE research project (House, et al., 2004), the degree of influence created by 
society-by-industry interaction effects on organizational culture can vary depending on the 
context where the organization operates including founders or leaders within the organization, 
resources available, governmental institutions, competition and even the person-job fit for 
positions offered within the organization. 

Consequently, it would seem conceivable that organizational culture and underlying 
organizational structures, management control mechanisms are enriched by combining several 
factors including values and principles of different nations, beliefs of individual persons based on 
their understanding of reality (Noerreklit & Schoenfeld, 2000), manager's behavior and their 
decision making (Williams & Van Triest, 2009), industry and competitors (House, et al., 2004), 
amongst others. 

 

 
Figure 2 - Organizational Culture (Own Representation) 
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In conclusion, organizational culture determines how an organization operates, how individuals 
within the organization behave and how those individuals understand management control 
mechanisms. Consequently, for understanding problem highlighted by Noerreklit & Schoenfeld 
(2000) and to identify possible solutions, it is necessary to understand values and principles at the 
organizational level and to understand their differences under distinct contexts since diverse 
groups of individuals will have differing values and principles.  

One way for understanding values and principles at the organizational level is to evaluate them 
and to measure them. In next section some options for evaluating and measuring values and 
principles are described. 

2.2.2 Evaluating National and Organizational Culture 
In order to understand differences among national cultures is necessary to describe their values 
and principles and be able to compare them. There are few methodologies widely supported in 
the field of cross cultural studies for measuring and comparing values and principles of national 
cultures. Two prominent ones are Hofstede's dimensions (1981) and Schwartz's values (2012).  

Hofstede (1981) defined dimensions for measuring and comparing values and principles of a 
nation. His work is built upon empirical results gathered from employees working for IBM 
across 40 different countries (Picard & Reis, 2002). 

Hofstede (2001) identified six dimensions: Power Distance Index (PDI), Individuality vs. 
Collectivism (IDV), Uncertainty Avoidance Index (UAI), Masculinity vs. Feminity (MAS), Long-
term orientation vs. short-term orientation (LTO) and Indulgence vs. restraint (IND) 

Schwartz (2012) defined the concept of values for measuring and comparing values and 
principles of a nation. In contrast with Hofstede’s dimensions, Schwartz work is built upon a 
theoretical framework which he developed by reviewing empirical, philosophical, and religious 
literature before creating his scale (House, et al., 2004). 

Schwartz (2012) identified ten values measuring and comparing values and principles of a nation: 
Self-Direction, Stimulation, Hedonism, Achievement, Power, Security, Conformity, Tradition, 
Benevolence and Universalism. 

Whilst both methodologies have been used extensively in cross-cultural studies research, this 
thesis made use of an alternative methodology that is better suited for this research. 

As described in previous section [2.2.1], national and organizational culture within an 
organization may differ since an organization possess an organizational culture that has been 
enriched by combining different factors determining how the organization operates, how 
individuals within the organization behave and how those individuals understand management 
control mechanisms.  

Therefore, this thesis opted for methodology for measuring and evaluating culture at an 
organizational level. GLOBE research project (House, et al., 2004) specifically separates 
measurement and evaluation of culture at the national and organizational. A detailed description 
of GLOBE research project can be found in the following chapter. 

2.3 The GLOBE Research Project 
Global Leadership and Organizational Behavior Effectiveness Research Program (hereafter 
GLOBE research project) is a massive research program conducted in 62 countries from 951 
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organizations and about 18,000 responses’. It is an integrated theory that describes the 
connections between cultural values, leadership and organizational effectiveness.  

GLOBE research project was created out of a combination of theoretical concepts and empirical 
results under which some previous cross-cultural research was integrated into it (House, et al., 
2004).  

There are nine values defined by GLOBE research project and which are referred to as 
dimensions in their framework. The first six cultural dimensions were described by Hofstede 
(1981), future orientation has its origin in work done by Kluckhorn (1961), performance 
orientation was derived from McClelland (1985) and finally Human Orientation has its origins in 
Kluckhorn (1961), McClelland (1985) and Putman (1993). These cultural dimensions can assist 
global managers in understanding cultural similarities and differences across nations (Hofstede, 
2001). 

Dimension Definition 
Uncertainty 
avoidance 

The extent to which a society, organization, or group relies on social norms, rules, and procedures to 
alleviate unpredictability of future events. 

Power distance The degree to which members of a collective expect power to be distributed equally. 
Collectivism I The degree to which organizational and societal institutional practices encourage and reward collective 

distribution of resources and collective action. 
Collectivism II The degree to which individuals express pride, loyalty, and cohesiveness in their organizations or 

families. 
Gender 
egalitarianism 

The degree to which a collective minimizes gender inequality. 

Assertiveness The degree to which individuals are assertive, confrontational, and aggressive in their relationships with 
others. 

Future 
orientation 

The extent to which individuals engage in future-oriented behaviors such as delaying gratification, 
planning, and investing in the future. 

Performance 
orientation  

The degree to which a collective encourages and rewards group members for performance improvement 
and excellence. 

Humane 
orientation 

The degree to which a collective encourages and rewards individuals for being fair, altruistic, generous, 
caring, and kind to others. 
Table 1 - Cultural Dimensions as defined by GLOBE research project (2004) 

Globe research project used two separate surveys to collect information regarding societal versus 
organizational culture (House, et al., 2004). Since this thesis focus on organizational culture at 
MNOs the latter of the two was chosen. Characteristics of an organization with high and low 
scoring on the cultural dimension are described below according to House et.al (2004). 

2.3.1 Uncertainty Avoidance 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Have a tendency toward formalizing their interactions with others 
Document agreements in legal contracts 
Be orderly, keep meticulous records, documenting conclusions drawn in meetings 
Rely on formalized policies and procedures, establishing and following rules, verifying 
communications in writing 
Take more moderate calculated risks  
Inhibit new products development but facilitate the implementation stage through risk 
aversion and tight controls 
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Show stronger desire to establish rules allowing predictability of behavior 
 

Low scores 
Rely on word of others they trust rather than contractual arrangements 
Be less concerned with orderliness and the maintenance of records, often do not 
document he conclusions drawn in meetings 
Rely on informal interactions ad informal norms rather than formalized policies, 
procedure and rules 
Be less calculating when taking risks 
Facilitate the new product development especially in the initiation phase, through higher 
risk taking and minimal planning controls 
Show less desire to establish rules to dictate behavior 
Show more tolerance for breaking rules 

 

2.3.2 Future Orientation 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Achieve economic success 
Have a prosperity to save for the future 
Have organizations with longer strategic orientation 
Have flexible and adaptive organizations and managers 
View materialistic success and spiritual fulfillment as an integrated whole  
Value the deferment of gratification 

 
Low score 

Have lower levels of economic success 
Have a propensity to spend now 
Have organizations with a shorter strategic orientation 
Have inflexible and maladaptive organizations and managers 
See materialistic success and spiritual fulfillment as dualities, requiring trade-offs 
Value instant gratification and place higher priorities on immediate reward 

 
2.3.3 Power Distance 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Power bases are stable and scarce 
Power is seen as providing social order, relation harmony, and role stability 
Limited upward social mobility 
Information is localized 
Different groups (e.g. women) have different involvement, and democracy does not 
ensure equal opportunities’ 
Only a few people have access to resources, skills, and capabilities 
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Low scores 
Power bases are transient and sharable (skills, knowledge) 
Power is seen as a source of corruption, coercion and dominance 
Information is shared 
All the groups enjoy equal involvement and democracy ensures parity in opportunities 
and development for all 
Mass availability of tools, resources, and capabilities Need for specialized technology, 
adapted to each other 

 

2.3.4 Collectivism I – Institutional Collectivism 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Individuals are integrated into strong cohesive groups 
The self is view as interdependent with groups 
Group goals take precedence over individual goals 
Duties and obligations are important determinants of social behaviors 
People emphasize relatedness with groups  
Individuals make greater distinctions between in-groups and out-groups 

 
Low scores 

The self is viewed as autonomous and independent in groups  
Individual goals take precedence over group goals  
Attitudes and personal needs are important determinants of behavior 
People emphasize rationality  
There is a faster pace in life 
Individuals are likely to engage in activities alone 
Individuals make fewer distinctions between in-groups and out-groups 

 

2.3.5 Humane Orientation 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Others are important 
Values of altruism, benevolence, kindness, love and generosity have high priority 
Need for belonging and affiliation motivate people and nature 
Members of society are responsible for promoting well-being of others 
Members of society are urged to be sensitive to all forms of radical discriminations  
People are expected to promote paternalistic norms and patronage relationships  

 
Low scores 

Self-interest is important 
Power and material possessions motivate people 
Lack of support for others 
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Predominance of self-enhancement 
Formal well-fare institution 
People are expected to solve their personal problems on their own 
 

2.3.6 Performance Orientation 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Value training & Development 
Reward performance 
Value assertiveness, competitiveness & materialism 
Expect demanding targets 
Have a “can do” attitude 
Value and reward individual achievement 
Have performance oriented appraisal system that emphasize achieving results 
Value bonuses and financial rewards 
 

Low scores 
Value harmony with the environment rather than control 
Have performance appraisal systems that emphasize integrity, loyalty, and cooperative 
spirit 
View feedback and appraisal as judgmental and discomforting 
View assertiveness as socially unacceptable 
Regard being motivated by money as inappropriate 
View merit pay as potentially destructive to harmony 
Value who you are more than what you do 

 
 
2.3.7 Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Members assume they are highly interdependent with the organization and believe it is 
important to make personal sacrifices to fulfill their organizational obligations 
Organizations take responsibility for employee’s welfare 
Important decisions tend to be made by the group 
Jobs are designed in groups to maximize the social and technical aspects of the job 
Compensation and promotions are based on what is equitable for the group and on 
consideration of seniority and personal needs 
Motivation is socially orientated and is based on the need to fulfill duties and obligations 
and to contribute to the group 
Organizational commitment is based on expectation of loyalty and in-group attitudes 

 
Low scores 
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Members assume that they are independent of the organization and believes it is 
important to bring their unique skills and abilities to the organization 
Important decisions tend to be made by individuals 
Selection focuses primarily on employees’ knowledge, skills and abilities 
Jobs are designed individually to maximize autonomy 
Compensation and promotions are based on an equity model, in which an individual is 
rewarded in direct relationship to his/her contribution to task success 
Motivation is individually oriented and is based on individuals’ rational calculations of 
costs and benefits 
Accountability for organizational success and failures rests with individuals 
 

2.3.8 Gender Egalitarianism 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Have more women in positions of authority 
Accord women a higher status in society 
Afford women a greater role in community decision making  
Have a higher percentage of women participating in the labor force 
Have less occupational sex segregation 
Have similar levels of educations of females and males 

 
Low scores 

Have fewer women in positions of authority 
Accord women lower status in society 
Afford women no or a smaller role in community decision-making 
Ave a lower percentage of women participating in the labor force 
Have more occupational sex segregation 
Have a lover level of education of females relative to men 
 

2.3.9 Assertiveness 
The GLOBE Research Project defines this dimension with following characteristics: 

High scores 
Value assertive, dominant and tough behavior for everyone in the society 
Value competition 
Value success and progress 
Value being explicit and to the point in communication 
Stress equity, competition, and performance 
Have a “can-do” attitude 
Reward performance 
Expect demanding and challenging targets 

 
Low scores 

View assertiveness as socially unacceptable and value modesty and tenderness 
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Value cooperation 
Speak indirectly and emphasize “face-saving” 
Value detached and self-possessed conduct 
Emphasize traditions seniority and experience 
View “merit pay” as potentially destructive to harmony 
Build trust on basis of predictability 
Think of others as inherently worthy and trust 
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3 Method 
In social research there are two general orientations for conducting research: quantitative and 
qualitative. Bryman (2012) outlines at high level that a quantitative research strategy emphasizes 
the quantification in the collection of data and emphasizes on testing theories. On the other 
hand, a qualitative research strategy emphasizes on words and the generation of theory.  

In following sections research orientation which drove research efforts in this thesis is justified 
and explained in detail. 

3.1 Research Strategy 
This thesis sought to understand social phenomena of organizational culture and cultural 
controls within two organizations through examination and interpretation. Consequently, a 
qualitative research strategy was more suitable for accomplishing the objective of this thesis: 
“understanding how organizational culture fosters the presence of cultural controls in the 
context of two European companies and subsidiaries in Southern Asia”.  

However, during the literature research phase, researchers in this thesis came to the conclusion 
that setting up the context for topic organizational culture in a generalizable way provided a 
more robust framework that could be used for developing the findings in this thesis. Particularly 
because there are external reliable results as described in chapter [2.2.2] focused on 
organizational culture which helps in cementing the description of organizational culture. 
Therefore this thesis followed a mixed research approach as depicted below:  

quan -> QUAL 

In order to execute the research strategy two key choices needed to be taken for structuring 
research efforts and for evaluating data generated: research design and research method. Bryman 
(2012) defines research design as the framework for collecting and analysis data, and research 
methodology as a technique for collecting data.  

In the former, four research designs are typically used in qualitative research (Bryman, 2012): 
cross-sectional, longitudinal, case study and comparative. In the latter, five research methods are 
typically associated with qualitative research (Bryman, 2012): ethnography/participant 
observation, qualitative interviewing, focus groups, language based approach, and collection and 
qualitative analysis of texts and documents. 

Based on the objective of this thesis comparative design was the research design suitable since 
two organizations were compared. Due the decision of conducting a mixed research approach 
with a stronger orientation on qualitative research, following research methods were chosen:  

Quantitative Part: Self-completion Questionnaire 
Qualitative Part: Collection and qualitative analysis of texts and documents and 
qualitative interviewing.  

The reasoning behind the selection is elaborated in subsequent sections.  

3.2 Research Design 
The decision for choosing a comparative design stemmed from the fact that this thesis sought to 
understand similarities and differences of the same social phenomena in two organizations in 
two different nations by using the same research instruments as part of a cross-national study. As 
Hantrais (1995) suggests, “comparative design is an approach with long tradition in the study of cross-cultural 
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studies for identifying, analyzing and explaining similarities across societies which helps in gaining greater 
awareness and deeper understanding of social reality in different national contexts”. 

Each one of the organizations represents the case of study to be contrasted within the 
comparative design. Organizations were chosen since they provide an environment which 
enabled researchers to study the social phenomena addressed in this study. Both organizations 
are large multinational organizations (MNO) with a distinctive organizational culture and which 
make use of comprehensive results, action, personnel and cultural management controls. Both 
organizations are located in Europe and have a subsidiary in Southern Asia. Lastly, researchers 
working in this thesis had access to them since they have been working for over 3 years at the 
respective organization. 

The comparison of both cases was conducted by following a qualitative data synthesis approach 
as outlined by Troman and Jeffrey (2007) under which the objective is to characterize similarities 
in order to gain greater deeper understanding of two different organizational contexts by using 
same concepts and same instruments.  

Along these lines, and with the objective of gaining deeper understanding into the organizational 
context of each case, similarities were firstly characterized at the intra-organizational level by 
analyzing two locations of the same organization: one in Europe and one in Southern Asia. At a 
second level, similarities were characterized at the organizational level.  

In this context, dependent variables needed to be defined in order to ensure that same concepts 
were used in both cases and that a comparison was possible. For this thesis dependent variables 
were nine dimensions of organizational culture as described in section [2.3] and five cultural 
controls as described in section [2.1]. Subsequent chapters provide an overview of instruments 
used in this thesis. 

Lastly, special emphasizes was set on the ethical aspect of this thesis as part of the research 
design. Organizations which served as case study are referred in this study as company Alpha 
and company Beta respectively with the objective of guaranteeing confidentiality and prevent any 
possible harm to them. 

 
Figure 3 – Study context modeled after Yin (2014) 
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3.2.1 Company Alpha 
Company Alpha is a German subsidiary of a US based MNO. This organization is a high tech 
global player in the areas of information technology, consulting and business process 
outsourcing. Among the areas of specialization are included IT infrastructure services, ERP, 
CRM, systems integration, data warehousing, application development and maintenance, 
analytics, supply chain management, engineering and manufacturing solutions, business 
intelligence, business and technology consulting, E&D outsourcing, amongst others. 

Since the birth of company Alpha it has transformed itself from an in-house unit of a renowned 
financial corporation to an organization listed in the Fortune 500 for several years in a row due 
the rapid growth it experienced during the 2000s.  

Company Alpha had revenue of over 12 billion USD in 2015, has a strong presence in Europe, 
Asia Pacific and the Americas with over 20 locations worldwide and a workforce of over 200,000 
employees.  

3.2.2 Company Beta 
Company Beta is a Sweden based MNO which develops and manufactures commercial vehicles. 
This organization consists of R&D (Research & Development), manufacturing, sales, finance 
and other services. The organization is divided into different divisions, business areas and other 
entities. 

There have been some changes during last years since other companies have been acquired, joint 
ventures have been created, growth into new markets was initiated, etc. The MNO has R&D and 
manufacturing plants around the world and is listed on Fortune 500. 

Company Beta had revenue above 300 billion SEK in 2016 and a workforce of approx. 100,000 
employees. 

3.3 Research Methods  
Research methods selected was a combination of quantitative and qualitative research methods. 
The latter comprise only research method self-completion questionnaire and the former 
comprise collection and qualitative analysis of texts and documents and qualitative interviewing.  

The reason behind choosing self-completion questionnaire as part of the quantitative part 
stemmed from the fact that social phenomena being researched in this thesis involves the 
concept “organizational culture”. Organizational culture is an ambiguous concept which can be 
interpreted in many different ways depending on the context. Therefore, researchers working in 
this thesis found the necessity to decrease the degree of ambiguity of concept “organizational 
culture” with the objective of generalizing the concept and be able to use it as base for setting 
the context of this thesis. 

With this in mind, the self-completion questionnaire provided by GLOBE research project [2.3] 
was taken for creating a more generic interpretation of the concept “organizational culture” 
within company Alpha and Beta.  

Once the context on organizational culture was understood, the qualitative research of this thesis 
could be conducted. For this, aspects related to management control systems needed to be 
understood within the context of company Alpha and Beta. Since both companies possess 
comprehensive written documentation on management control mechanisms and they were to a 
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large extent accessible to researchers, collection and qualitative analysis of texts and documents 
was selected for understanding social phenomena researched in this thesis. 

Whilst most of the control mechanisms are described in a written form there is some 
documentation that could not be reviewed by researchers working in this thesis since both 
organizations have strong confidentiality policies restricting access to certain documents. For this 
reason qualitative interview was used for complementing data gathered from text and documents 
by interviewing individuals who could provide additional insights into the social phenomena 
being researched.  

3.3.1 Self-Completion Questionnaire  
This research method involved the completion of a set of predefined questions either by post or 
e-mail. It was the only research method used for gathering quantitative data in this thesis with 
the objective of gathering information for setting up the context for the qualitative part of this 
thesis.  

A self-completion questionnaire as defined by GLOBE research project [2.3] was used. There 
are 5 different areas in the self-completion questionnaire:  

1. “AS IS” (practices) how norms, values, and practices are in the organization. 
2. How important behavior or characteristic is for a leader to be outstanding. 
3. “SHOUL BE” (values) how norms, values, and practices should be in the organization. 
4. How important behavior or characteristic is for a leader to be outstanding. 
5. Demographic Questions regarding age, gender, country of citizen and where you are 

born etc.  

Individuals approached to fill out the self-completion questionnaire belonged at the time of the 
research to the group of middle management and in most cases they acted as head of department 
within the respective organization.  

The same self-completion questionnaire was used for all individuals approached and was sent via 
e-mail. In the e-mail was clearly articulated that all answers would be treated confidentially and 
anonymously. Additionally, the e-mail indicated that only sections 1 and 3 need to be filled out 
since section 2 and 4 covered a topic out of scope of this thesis and section 5 was skipped due 
data protection regulations within company Alpha and Beta. 

Analysis of self-completion questionnaire was conducted to define attributes of organizational 
culture of company Alpha and Beta by using “as is” results on a basis of 1-7 scale. Calculation of 
attributes was done in SPSS according to syntax statements described in Appendix B [8.2]  

Only questionnaires with fully filled out sections 1 and 3 were considered since calculations 
defined by GLOBE research project [2.3] requires all answers. Self-completion questionnaire can 
be found online at the GLOBE research project website (2006) 

3.3.2 Collection and Qualitative Analysis of Texts and Documents 
This research method involved the analysis of sources of data that exist within environment 
being researched and that have not been produced as part of this thesis. This research method 
belongs to the qualitative part of this thesis and is defined by Bryman (2012) as documents that 
can be read, have not been produced for the purpose of social research, are preserved so that 
they become available for analysis and are relevant to the concerns of social researcher.  
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For this thesis there were three types of relevant documents: scientific journals, books and 
official documents coming from company Alpha and Beta. Their selection was done by 
following criteria defined by John (1990) for assessing document’s quality: authenticity, 
credibility, representativeness and meaning. 

A detailed list of documents analyzed can be found in Appendix F [8.5] 

 

3.3.3 Qualitative Interviews 
This research method involved interviewing individuals with the objective of gaining insights 
into a specific topic and is one of the most widely employed methods in qualitative research 
(Bryman, 2012). This research method belongs to the qualitative part of this thesis and there are 
three major types: structured, standardized and semi-structured.  

For this thesis a semi-structure type of interview was better suited. The reason for this selection 
stems from the fact that topic management controls is not a term widely known by individuals 
working within an organization, management controls are not evident to interviewees and 
boundaries among results, action, personnel and cultural management controls are not known to 
interviewees. In some specific cases a management control such as a “Code of Conduct” could 
be immediately identified by interviewees. Unfortunately, some other controls such as “Physical 
arrangements” are too broad and difficult to be described by answering close-ended questions.  

Therefore, a less structured and more flexible approach was necessary to gather rich detailed 
answers that help understanding complex concepts such as cultural controls. Nonetheless, 
interviews were limited to individuals who could provide insights into the topic cultural controls 
and who at the time of the interview acted as head of the respective department.  

Interviews took place for 1 hour by following an interview guide to ensure that information 
provided was relevant for this thesis. Interviews were transcribed and sent back to respective 
interviewee requesting them to confirm the content and provide any additional comments or 
amendments.  

The benefit of using interviews was that questions were directly designed to target the objective 
of this thesis. The disadvantage was that some items were missed during the first round of 
interviews and in some cases some interviewees had to be contacted again for a second round of 
mini interviews or an additional subject had to be interviewed on the same topic in order to 
complement missing items. The objective of the second round was to refine data collected in the 
first round of interviews. 

Following interviews were performed in company Alpha and Beta  

Interviewee Area Position Company Interview 
Round 

A Human Resources Senior Manager Alpha 1 
B Human Resources Manager Alpha 2 
C Recruiting Senior Manager Alpha 1 
D Recruiting Manager Alpha 2 
E Facility Management Senior Manager Alpha 1 and 2 
F Delivery Organization Senior Manager Alpha 1 
G Human Resource/ 

Culture 
Senior Manager Beta 1 and 2 

H Human Senior Manager Beta 1 
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Resource/Compensation 
& Benefits 

 

I Human Resource Senior Manager Beta 2 
J Facility Manager Manager Beta 2 
K Department Manager Senior Manager Beta 2 
L Department Manager Senior Manager Beta 2 

Table 2 - Interviews conducted at company Alpha and Beta 

The interview guide used in this thesis can be found in Appendix A in section [8.1]. 

3.4 Sampling 
Samples for the quantitative part of this thesis were chosen by using a multi-stage cluster 
sampling. Since this thesis sought to understand similarities of the same social phenomena in two 
organizations, researchers in this thesis decided to first understand similarities at the intra-
organizational context by aggregating population’s units for two locations in two different 
countries within the individual companies.  Locations which served as clusters for company 
Alpha were Germany and India and locations which served as clusters for company Beta were 
Sweden and India.  

Aggregation for the given location was achieved by using SPSS syntax as defined by GLOBE 
research project [2.3] available in Appendix B [8.2]. Once the clusters at the intra-organizational 
context were available, these researchers continued with the qualitative analysis. 

No-response was handled by sending an e-mail reminder to samples selected on a weekly basis 
during a period of 4 weeks. Incomplete self-completion questionnaire were dismissed since 
calculations as defined by GLOBE research project [2.3] does not permit missing entries. 

Organization 
Samples # 
Cluster 1 

Samples # 
Cluster 2 

Company Alpha 19 11 
Company Beta 15 12 

Table 3 - Quantitative Samples 

Samples for the qualitative part of this thesis were chosen strategically as part of purposive 
sampling. Participants chosen were selected based on the social phenomena researched in this 
thesis: organizational culture and cultural controls.  

At a first level, head of department from human resources and recruiting were selected with the 
objective of gathering initial information on cultural controls. At a second level, a snowball 
sampling technique was conducted by requesting participants to propose participants given the 
social phenomena in question.  

In order to achieve theoretical saturation, a second group of samples was necessary in some 
cases. For the samples “human resources” and “recruiting” two different managers were 
interviewed.  In one case it was not possible to have a second sample and previous sample was 
extended by asking similar questions to the same person but requesting to provide examples for 
the respective country. 

The number of qualitative samples can be found in [Table 2] 
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3.5 Data Analysis 
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, this thesis uses a mixed approach research strategy 
with a focus on qualitative research. Quantitative data was mainly used for setting the context of 
social phenomenon addressed in this thesis. 

Nevertheless, basic statistical analysis was performed for assessing statistical significance of the 
difference of sample means gathered from self-completion questionnaires as explained in chapter 
[3.3.1]. Furthermore, quantitative data collected was analyzed by using SPSS syntax as defined by 
GLOBE research project [8.2].  

Qualitative data collected was analyzed by using grounded theory. As outlined by Bryman (2012), 
grounded theory is the most widely used framework for analyzing qualitative data and is defined 
as theory that was derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research 
process. 

This approach was suited for this thesis since this was an explorative study which sought to 
understand a social phenomenon and draw conclusions based on qualitative data. The research 
process began with a general research question that drove data collection and analysis in an 
iterative manner until reaching theoretical saturation. Only at this point the thesis’ hypothesis 
were created and through several iterations refined until reaching the final version. 

During the iterative research process data was coded by broken down data into parts and 
labeling them with names. At the same time, data was examined and compared with the objective 
of identifying discrete phenomena – concepts – within the overall context of the thesis. Out of 
the concepts researchers in this thesis sought to describe the real-world phenomena of 
organizational culture as factor for developing cultural controls in two organizations and two 
draw conclusions as part of the theory. 

3.6 Validity and Reliability 
Validity and reliability of quantitative data was sought by using indicators which were previously 
validated by other sources such as GLOBE research project [2.3] and which were already used in 
similar cross-cultural studies 
AlSudiary, 2016; Chand & Ghorbani, 2011). Additionally, researchers sought to increase the 
validity of quantitative data by gathering a sample size that was relatively stable. Nonetheless, due 
the number of samples gathered researchers in this thesis could not guarantee that quantitative 
results would not deviate if same number of samples would be taken. 

It is worth mentioning that the emphasis of this thesis is qualitative research and that quantitative 
data was merely used for generalizing the concept of “organizational culture” with the objective 
of setting the context for the social phenomena being researched. 

Validity of qualitative data was sought by putting special emphasize on choosing organizations 
that could provide a suitable environment to serve as case studies. Comprehensive 
documentation on the social phenomena in question and willingness to allocate time and 
resources for this study served as key elements. A major aspect was the possibility to ensure a 
high degree of congruence by triangulating concepts and information provided by interviewees 
since both researchers had access to company Alpha and Beta. 

Reliability of qualitative data was ensured in a three phase process. Firstly, two researchers were 
working in this thesis analyzing data collected, creating concepts and categories collaboratively, 
and drawing conclusions for each case study by using same instruments. Secondly, data and 
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conclusions generated by one researcher for one case study were verified and amended by 
second researcher by validating the outcome. Lastly, conclusions were generated collaboratively 
by analyzing similarities of both case studies.  
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4 Empirical Findings 
In this chapter empirical findings for company Alpha [3.2.1] and Beta [3.2.2] are outlined based 
on organizational culture dimensions as defined in chapter [2.3] and cultural controls defined in 
chapter [2.1]  

In order to contextualize empirical results for company Alpha and Beta, societal culture values as 
defined by GLOBE research project [2.3] for Germany, Sweden and India are presented first. 
Thereafter organizational culture and cultural controls for company Alpha and Beta are outlined 
in detail. 

4.1 Context 
As part of research performed by GLOBE research project [2.3] 62 countries were evaluated by 
using same dimensions being used in this thesis and scores were generated for each of them. 
Whilst the scores describe characteristics of a country, they can be used for understanding the 
relative position of company Alpha and Beta within the overall framework from an 
organizational culture perspective. 

The scores for respective country and the mean scores of all countries evaluated by GLOBE 
research program are listed below.  

 
Table 4 - Cultural Practices as defined by GLOBE research project (2004) 

GLOBE research program results portray Germany as a country with high scores on 
performance orientation, assertiveness, future orientation and uncertainty avoidance. Human 
orientation is relatively low. This indicates performance orientation and competitiveness and less 
caring about other people. 

GLOBE research program results portray India as a country with high scores for humane 
orientation, in group collectivism and power distance. This shows that caring about other people, 
belonging to family and organization is important. Gender egalitarianism is quite low. 

GLOBE research program results portray Sweden as a country with relatively high scores on 
Institutional orientation, uncertainty avoidance and gender egalitarianism, while assertiveness, in 
group collectivism and power distance are comparatively lower. This indicates that Swedish 
people expect institutions to take responsibility and are quite self-reliant and not so dependent 

Culture Dimension Germany India Sweden GLOBE

Uncertainty avoidance 5,22 4,15 5,32 4,16
Future orientation 4,27 4,19 4,39 3,85
Power distance 5,25 5,47 4,85 5,17
Collectivism I- 
Institutional orientation 3,79 4,38 5,22 4,25
Humane orientation 3,18 4,57 4,1 4,1
Performance orientation 4,25 4,25 3,72 4,1
Collectivism II - In 
group collectivism 4,02 5,92 3,66 5,13
Gender egalitarianism 3,1 2,9 3,84 3,37
Assertiveness 4,55 3,73 3,38 4,14
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on family and other groups. Gender egalitarianism is above average indicating a less male 
dominance than in other countries. 

 

4.2 Company Alpha  
Following a multi-stage cluster sampling approach as explained in chapter [3.4], one location in 
Germany and one location India were chosen for company Alpha with the objective of 
understanding similarities at the intra-organizational context. Cultural controls within company 
Alpha are common for both locations and are presented subsequently.  

4.2.1 Organizational Culture - Germany 
There were 19 valid responses to the self-completion questionnaire which allowed researchers in 
this thesis to attribute following characteristics to company Alpha Germany based on GLOBE 
research project’s [2.3] dimensions:   

Uncertainty Avoidance: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization 
with low uncertainty avoidance [2.3.1]. This describes an organization whose individuals 
tend to have a less structured way of performing their daily activities, they are flexible 
and informal, and prefer an entrepreneurial way for conducting themselves. 
 
Future Orientation: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization with a 
light tendency towards high future orientation [2.3.2]. This describes an organization 
whose individuals enjoys their daily activities and feel motivated upon their 
accomplishment, they adapt according to the context, and are able to see the light at the 
end of the tunnel even in difficult circumstances. 
 
Power Distance: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization with low 
power distance [2.3.3]. This describes an organization which promotes openness, seeks 
to provide equal opportunities to everyone, to treat everyone in a similar manner and to 
have flat hierarchies. 
 
Collectivism I – Institutional Collectivism: Company Alpha Germany was identified 
as an organization with a tendency towards high institutional collectivism [2.3.5]. This 
describes an organization whose individuals prefer to work as a team, are aware that their 
contribution is essential to the organization and have a more casual approach for 
interacting with their peers. 
 
Humane Orientation: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization with 
a tendency towards high humane orientation [2.3.5]. This describes an organization in 
where there is genuine interest for creating a suitable working environment for 
individuals, individuals are encouraged to work as a team and in where relationships 
between manager and subordinates are informal. 
 
Performance Orientation: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization 
with a high performance orientation [2.3.6]. This describes an organization which expects 
individuals to work at a demanding pace, to have an entrepreneurial spirit and work 
solution oriented, to be aware of the importance of achieving results. In exchange, this 
kind of organization offers a rewarding and motivating working environment. 
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Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism: Company Alpha Germany was identified as 
an organization with low in-group collectivism [2.3.7]. This describes an organization 
whose individuals are aware that their unique expertise contributes to the overall 
organization and who are expected to provide their knowledge for increasing the well-
being of the organization.  
 
Gender Egalitarianism: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization 
with a light tendency towards high gender egalitarianism [2.3.8]. This describes an 
organization in where men and women are treated equally, both of them enjoy same 
benefits and rights, and both of them assume same responsibilities. 
 
Assertiveness: Company Alpha Germany was identified as an organization with a 
tendency towards low assertiveness [2.3.9]. This describes an organization in where 
collaboration is encouraged, equal treatment for everyone is emphasized and in where a 
solution oriented approach for solving problems is sought. 

 
Figure 4 - Company Alpha Germany - Organizational Culture (Mean Values) 

4.2.2 Organizational Culture - India 
There were 11 valid responses to the self-completion questionnaire which allowed researchers in 
this thesis to attribute following characteristics to company Alpha India based on GLOBE 
research project’s [2.3] dimensions:   

Uncertainty Avoidance: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with a 
tendency towards low uncertainty avoidance [2.3.1] featuring similar characteristics as 
company Alpha Germany: individuals tend to have a less structured way of performing 
their daily activities, they are flexible and informal, and prefer an entrepreneurial way for 
conducting themselves. However, characteristics described are perceived and lived 
stronger in company Alpha Germany than in company Alpha India. 
 
Future Orientation: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with a high 
future orientation [2.3.2] featuring similar characteristics as company Alpha Germany: 
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individuals enjoy their daily activities and feel motivated upon their accomplishment, they 
adapt according to the context, and are able to see the light at the end of the tunnel even 
in difficult circumstances. However, characteristics described are perceived and lived 
stronger in company Alpha India than in company Alpha Germany. 
 
Power Distance: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with low 
power distance [2.3.3] featuring same characteristics as company Alpha Germany: 
openness, equal opportunities to everyone, desire to treat everyone in a similar manner 
and flat hierarchies. 
 
Collectivism I – Institutional Collectivism: Company Alpha India was identified as an 
organization with a tendency towards high institutional collectivism [2.3.4] featuring same 
characteristics as company Alpha Germany: individuals prefer to work as a team, are 
aware that their contribution is essential to the organization and have a more casual 
approach for interacting with their peers. 
 
Humane Orientation: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with a 
tendency towards high humane orientation [2.3.5] featuring same characteristics as 
company Alpha Germany: genuine interest for creating a suitable working environment 
for individuals, individuals are encouraged to work as a team and in where relationships 
between manager and subordinates are informal. 
 
Performance Orientation: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with 
a high performance orientation [2.3.6] featuring same characteristics as company Alpha 
Germany: individuals are expected to work at a demanding pace, to have an 
entrepreneurial spirit and work solution oriented, to be aware of the importance of 
achieving results.  
 
Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism: Company Alpha India was identified as an 
organization with a tendency to low in-group collectivism [2.3.7] featuring similar 
characteristics as company Alpha Germany: individuals are aware that their unique 
expertise contributes to the overall organization and who are expected to provide their 
knowledge for increasing the well-being of the organization. However, characteristics 
described are perceived and lived stronger in company Alpha Germany than in company 
Alpha India. 
 
Gender Egalitarianism: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with a 
tendency towards low gender egalitarianism [2.3.8] featuring similar characteristics as 
company Alpha Germany: men and women are treated equally, both of them enjoy same 
benefits and rights, and both of them assume same responsibilities. 
 
 Assertiveness: Company Alpha India was identified as an organization with high 
assertiveness [2.3.9] featuring different characteristics as company Alpha Germany: 
individuals are expected to demonstrate an entrepreneurial spirit, to work hard, and set 
an example within the organization. 
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Figure 5 - Company Alpha India - Organizational Culture (Mean Values) 

 

4.2.3 Cultural Controls 
Cultural control mechanisms as defined by Merchant & Van der Stede (2012) are present within 
company Alpha, are enforced actively across whole organization and are common for all 
locations of company Alpha. Each one them is described in detail below.  

Code of Conduct: Company Alpha has a comprehensive code of conduct which 
communicates values and ethical behavior expected from all employees working for the 
organization.  

Right from beginning of the code of conduct is possible to identify some values of 
company Alpha since they are explicitly named on the cover page in a communication 
from the CEO to all employees: fairness, rewarding, respect, integrity, shared culture, 
commitment, moral responsibility and transparency. Additional to values stated on the 
cover page, there are several references across the code of conduct to values and norms 
expected by company Alpha: quality, adherence to safety standards, honesty, accuracy, 
good corporate citizenship, intellectual property and confidentiality. Lastly, there is a 
section within the code of conduct listing company Alpha’s core values: transparency, 
passion, empowerment, collaboration, customer focus and integrity.  

Two notable aspects in the code of conduct are explicit references to not retaliate and 
not to tolerate retaliation in case an individual reports an action which do not conform to 
the code of conduct. In this same context, there are processes describing how to proceed 
in case a non-compliant action needs to be reported. 

In line with expected values, there are several sections describing undesired activities 
such as corruption, bribery, conflicts of interest, money laundering, insider trading, 
discrimination, harassment, etc. 

Group based rewards: Rewards in company Alpha are granted in form of a 
compensation package. An average compensation packages consist of an individual 
compensation and a group based compensation.  
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The individual compensation is the financial retribution an employee receives for his/her 
services and is a fixed amount distributed throughout the year. Additionally, a yearly 
individual compensation is paid out to the employee upon the degree of achievement of 
individual objectives. Objectives are mutually agreed at the beginning of the year between 
employee and his/her supervisor. 

The group based compensation complements the individual compensation and is paid at 
the same time. However, the factors for calculating group based compensation vary 
depending on the seniority of an employee.  

For employees up to mid-management, group based compensation depends mainly on 
company’s Alpha financial objectives for a given period. Company Alpha defines at the 
beginning of a period an amount to be paid out to all employees, which is paid out to 
employees at the end of the period depending on percentage of completion of defined 
financial objectives.  

For employees above mid-management, group based compensation depends on 
company’s Alpha financial objectives and national/regional business unit’s financial 
objectives an employee works for. As with group based compensation at company level, 
the amount to be paid out to employees depends on the percentage of completion of 
financial objectives defined for the business unit at national and regional level.  

Intra-organizational transfers: Intra-organizational transfers in company Alpha are 
directed to all levels within the organization and not only to management levels and there 
is a dedicated team ensuring that employees have the opportunity to be transferred to 
another location.  

The dedicated team overseeing intra-organizational transfers monitors vacancies globally 
and search for candidates which may fit the profile based on a pool of profiles available 
within company Alpha. In case the team locates a profile which matches the sought 
requirements, they reach out to the employee and discuss the possibility to take on a new 
challenge. 

Additionally, the dedicated team overseeing intra-organizational sends on a regular basis 
e-mail communications to employees indicating opportunities in different locations 
across the globe.  

The process for taking on an opportunity in a distant location is similar to a regular 
application process for external applicants:   

1. The candidate must fulfill expected technical and not-technical profile  
2. The candidate must go through a number of interviews which depends on the 

profile being sought  
3. The candidate receives a compensation offer  
4. The candidate accepts or declines the offer 

Physical Arrangements: Whilst there are no companywide written policies being 
enforced across company Alpha, there are some recommendations issued by facility 
managers within company Alpha which are used when setting up a new subsidiary.  

Some of the most relevant recommendations are the usage of open spaces since they 
foster communication and collaboration among employees and conveys at the same time 
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flexibility. Light colors are used instead of strong colors for setting up partition walls in 
order to create harmony with employee’s minds. Managers’ individual offices are set up 
with glass walls in order to convey transparency to employees. Kitchens are set up as 
large rooms with several normal and high tables in order to foster communication and 
collaboration. There are meeting rooms with only standing desks for fostering 
interactivity in the meetings. 

Tone at the top: C-level management in company Alpha sets the tone at the 
organizational level by communicating to employees across the globe information related 
to code of conduct, compliance mechanisms within the organization, values of the 
organization, changes within senior management, strategic goals,  amongst others. 
Communication takes place electronically by using e-mails, video clips or files. 

 

4.3 Company Beta 
Multi-stage cluster sampling approach as explained in chapter [3.4] has been used for this thesis, 
one location in Sweden and one location in India were chosen for company Beta with the 
objective of understanding similarities at the intra-organizational context. Cultural controls 
within company Beta are common for both locations and are presented subsequently.  

 

4.3.1 Organizational Culture- Sweden 
There were 15 valid answers to the self-completion questionnaire. This evaluation is based on 
Cultural dimension characteristics as defined by the GLOBE Research project [2.3] 

Uncertainty Avoidance: Company Beta in Sweden has a tendency towards low uncertainty 
avoidance [2.3.1]. This indicates that people in Sweden to some extent appreciate structure and 
procedures at work. They are moderate risk takers and make sure they have legal documents in 
place. 

Future Orientation: Company Beta in Sweden has high future orientation [2.3.2]. An 
organization with high orientation on future orientation has long strategic plans that are both 
adaptive and flexible and their managers hold these characteristics as well. The company is 
saving for the future and is likely economically successful. Employees’ motivation comes from 
within. It can be perceived as a healthy organization.  

Power Distance: Company Beta in Sweden scored low on power distance [2.3.3]. People share 
information and there are possibilities for growth and upward mobility and promotion. It can 
also be related to the fact that people sense they are equally involved and there is a democracy at 
the workplace. Power can be perceived as something corrupt and dominant.  

Collectivism I – Institutional Collectivism: Company Beta in Sweden has a tendency towards 
high Institutional Collectivism [2.3.5]. This dimension is linked to the practices and resources in 
the organization. People are engaged in strong organizational goals. Group loyalty is emphasized 
even if it is done irrespectively of individual goals.  

Humane Orientation: Company Beta in Sweden has high humane orientation [2.3.5]. High 
orientation for humane orientation for an organization shows a care for others. The sense of 
belonging is in itself a motivation factor for people. Paternalistic norms and patronage 
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relationships are valued and people support each other. Radical discrimination is not accepted 
and members are responsible for the well-being of others. 

Performance Orientation: Company Beta in Sweden has high performance orientation [2.3.6]. 
This score is higher than the score previously found for Sweden in GLOBE research project 
[2.3]. A high score shows that there is strong “can-do” attitude and drive for achieving results 
and competition on individual level. The organization value rewards like bonuses and other 
financial appraisals systems that are lined to an individual level. Targets are expected to be 
challenging and demanding. 

Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism: Company Beta in Sweden has high In-group 
collectivism [2.3.7]. This indicates that people are loyal and proud to be working at this company 
while the organization takes responsibility for the welfare of its employees. There are high 
interdependencies between the organization and employees who are willing to make personal 
sacrifices for work related obligations. Decisions are often made by the group. Compensation 
and promotions are linked to the group, where also seniority and personal needs are evaluated. 
Motivating factors for people is how they can contribute to the group which also is related to 
organizational commitment. 

Gender Egalitarianism: Company Beta in Sweden shows a tendency to high gender 
egalitarianism [2.3.8]. This value is close to the midpoint indicating there is equality between men 
and women in the company.  

Assertiveness: Company Beta in Sweden scored low on assertiveness [2.3.9]. This is a lower 
score and employees appreciate to have good collaboration with co-workers and other partners. 
Employees emphasize integrity, loyalty, company value/spirit and by that building trust. It is 
important to have good and “warm” relationship at work. Seniority, experience, loyalty and 
cooperative spirit are emphasized. 

 
Figure 6- Company Beta Sweden - Organizational Culture (Mean Values) 
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4.3.2 Organizational Culture- India 
There were 12 valid answers to the self-completion questionnaire. This evaluation is based on 
Cultural dimension characteristics as defined by the GLOBE Research project [2.3] 

Uncertainty Avoidance: Company Beta in India has a tendency towards high uncertainty 
avoidance [2.3.1. This indicates that people in India are more inclined to follow rules and 
procedures and they make sure their legal contracts and agreements are in place. Based on the 
empirical result, people at company Beta India have a slightly higher score than in Sweden, this 
indicate that they are more inclined to have formalized interactions between each other’s, and 
follow policies and procedures describes how everything shall be done.  

Future Orientation:  Company Beta in India scored high on future orientation [2.3.2]. The 
organization has long strategic plans that are both adaptive and flexible and their managers hold 
these characteristics as well. The company is saving for the future and is likely economically 
successful. Employees’ motivation comes from within. It can be perceived as a healthy 
organization that is agile and easily adjusted to workload and way of working. For Company Beta 
at both locations Sweden and India show similar high scores for future orientation. 

Power Distance: Company Beta in India scored low on power distance [2.3.3]. This can be 
interpreted that power, skills and knowledge are shareable. Different group share the possibility 
of development and growth. Company Beta in India and in Sweden share a similar low result for 
power distance dimension. 

Collectivism I – Institutional Collectivism: Company Beta in India has a tendency towards 
high institutional collectivism [2.3.4]. This dimension is linked to the practices and resources at 
the organization. Group loyalty is emphasized even if it is done irrespectively of individual goals. 
Company Beta India and company Beta in Sweden show a similar high tendency for this 
dimension. 

Humane Orientation: Company Beta in India has a tendency towards high humane orientation 
[2.3.5]. The value indicates a caring for others in the organization, but could also include family 
and other individuals in the society. A sense of affiliation and belonging motivates people 
(House et.al, 2004). Both Sweden and India indicates high for this dimension, even though 
Sweden has stronger values of the two. 

Performance Orientation: Company Beta in India has high performance orientation [2.3.6]. 
Also in India there is a “can do” attitude with a sense of urgency. The company has personal 
development plans to set and follow up personal targets. Similar high scores were found both in 
Sweden and India. 

Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism: Company Beta in India scored high on in-group 
collectivism [2.3.7]. The high value indicates that people are loyal and proud to be working at this 
company. Similar empirical result was found for company Beta in India as in company Beta in 
Sweden. 

Gender Egalitarianism: Company Beta in India scored high on gender egalitarianism [2.3.8]. 
The gender egalitarianism is close to the midpoint indicating there are more women in manager 
positions and there are similar possibilities for education for men and women. Company Beta in 
India share similar high scores for this dimension as headquarters in Sweden. 

Assertiveness: Company Beta in India has a tendency towards high assertiveness [2.3.9]. This 
suggests that individuals value people, collaboration and warm relationship. People emphasize 
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tradition and experience and who you are is more important than what you actually can do. This 
shows a slight higher score than what was indicated for company beta in Sweden. 

 
Figure 7 - Company Beta India - Organizational Culture (Mean Values) 

4.3.3 Cultural Controls 
There are five Cultural control mechanisms (Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012) that are enforced 
across the world. There are local adaptations that are exemplified below. 

Code of Conduct: The policy of appropriate business behavior is described in the Code 
of Conduct. This cultural control describes firm rules delimiting the room of action of 
employees and is mandatory for all employees to comply with it. The company also 
encourages suppliers, dealers, and other business partners to adopt the principles of 
Code of Conduct.  

The general principles are stated as follows: 

- Comply with laws and regulations in each country it operates
- Demonstrate and promote commitment to business practices 
- Integration of policies in critical processes 

The Code of Conduct policy is based on the principles of human rights and social justice 
and describes, non-discrimination, workplace practice (healthy work-environment), 
opposes forced labor/child labor, respect of freedom of association and compliance of 
working hours and compensation. Business principles for accounting and reporting, anti-
corruption, money laundering, conflicts of interest, company property and resources, 
taxation, customer offering, marketing and sales, fair competition practices, insider 
trading and political involvement are stated and shall comply with laws regulations. The 
environmental principles include resource efficiency and precautionary principles. 

There are also compulsory trainings and e-learning carried out for employees and the 
code of conduct is regularly followed-up in surveys. Employees are encouraged to report 
suspected violation of the Code of Conduct according to an established “Whistleblower 
procedure”. 
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By following these principles in Code of Conduct in compliance with laws, regulations, 
and business integrity the company would like to keep a consistent reputation of 
trustworthiness. 

Group Based Rewards: Group rewards are used to attract, retain and motivate people. 
For middle and senior management and for business and support functions there is 
Short Term Incentives (STI). There is also Long Term Incentives (LTI) for Top-
executives 

For employees not belonging to named groups there are different types of bonus 
systems: company bonus, sales bonus and manufacturing productivity bonus. Profit 
sharing is granted to permanent employees in 15 countries and awarded in the form of 
stocks when the company profit exceeds a specific objective.  

There are other examples of benefits for employees are company pension, compensation 
for parental leave, wellness and fitness allowance. 

Intra-organizational transfers: To support global business strategy there is the need to 
share knowledge and experience across international borders with the objective of 
supporting problem solving and promote knowledge transfer.  
 
One example is the acquisition of company in a new location. In that case employees 
working in Europe can be sent to the new office to implement company Beta’s 
organizational culture and ways of working. It involves managers and employees working 
in non-management positions.  

There is a policy for international transfers that is applicable for employees who are 
allocated temporarily to a given position. Employees who are awarded such position are 
referred to as expatriates and their assignation period is bound to a predefined time 
frame according to company Beta’s policies. Additionally, there is also the possibility for 
short-term assignments during a limited time that can be related for example to project 
work.   

Lastly, employees can also apply for job positions at different sites outside their country 
of residence within company Beta. For this type of assignments ordinary local contracts 
apply and company Beta may help in covering the relocation expenses. 

Physical Arrangements: There are directives, guidelines and handbooks for workplace 
environment and office security that applies for new buildings, leasing and renovation of 
offices across the world. The documentation is available for employees on intranet. 

The directive describes principles on how the office environment should be created to 
support the activities performed by the employees. According to Workplace directive, 
offices shall for example 

- Embrace the company culture and increase inclusiveness 
- Encourage dialogue, cross-functional, collaboration and knowledge sharing 
- Increase employee engagement and motivation 

The offices shall show openness with big “glassed” areas that reflect the new openness 
and connectivity in the society. There should be diverse types of activity based areas in 
the office, with everything from open office space with tables, areas for collaboration, 
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virtual meeting, to single rooms and confidentiality areas. The office should support a 
flexible, agile and global organization.  

The workplace handbook includes a wide span of instructions for architectures, visual 
appearance, IT, layout, materials, colors, art, fire and safety. The handbook promotes and 
embraces the organizational culture and code of conduct. 

Tone at the top: C-level management communicates to employees via e-mail, video clip 
and articles on intranet. Another effective way for communication is via the 
organizational line managers. Yearly strategic goals of the company are in this way 
cascaded via line managers, where each level in the organization should “translate” and 
apply the strategies for their department. This cascading goes from the top down to each 
individual who should translate and adopt the strategies to his/her own responsibility 
area and tasks. 
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5 Analysis 
As explained at the beginning of chapter “Theory” [2] headquarters and subsidiaries of a MNO 
have different culturally determined value systems and different business environments. These 
differences have led to numerous problems in MNOs since management control systems are 
perceived differently leading to misunderstandings as it was exemplified in same chapter. 

Researchers working in this thesis evaluated two MNOs using comprehensive management 
controls systems in two different locations with the objective of understanding whether their 
perception from an organizational culture standpoint differed and to understand whether 
organizational culture was a factor for standardizing cultural controls within a MNO. 

In order to gain a better understanding of the problematic described and to contextualize based 
on literature reviewed two propositions were created:  

H1: A strong organizational culture within a MNO fosters development of cultural controls at the 
expense of respective national values. 
H2: Organizational culture differences within a MNO can foster the development of customized cultural  
controls 

Both propositions were contextualized within a real world scenario by relying on empirical 
analysis conducted within company Alpha and company Beta with the objective of gaining a 
deeper understanding and to answer research question addressed in this thesis:  

“How does organizational culture foster the presence of cultural controls in the context 
of two European companies and subsidiaries in Southern Asia?” 

In subsequent chapters, the approach for analyzing quantitative data and qualitative data is 
outlined. Subsequently, the analysis for company Alpha and company Beta is described. Finally 
similarities between company Alpha and company Beta are outlined. 

5.1 Quantitative Data Analysis - T-Test  
T-Test analysis was performed for each dimension of GLOBE research project [2.3] by taking as 
group for the analysis locations selected from each case company: Germany/India for company 
Alpha versus Sweden/India for company Beta. The aim was to statistically justify the similarities 
or differences found in analysis in chapter [5.3] for Company Alpha and [4.3] for Company Beta. 

Figure 8 - Welch T-test formula 

Welch test was chosen for this thesis due to different number of samples (respondents) and 
since unequal variances were assumed (Welch, B.L, u.d.). Formula for Welch test is shown 
above, where t equal the statistic t,  is the sample mean, sample variance s2 and sample size N. 
A common name used for this Welch test is “t-test-Two-sample Assuming Unequal Variances”.  

The null hypothesis was assumed: H0: μ1=μ2 and the alternative hypothesis that suggest there is a 
difference: H1: μ1 μ2 . μ is the mean value. 
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 that of the samples are positioned in each tail. The hypothesis 
was rejected if H0  two tail. Calculations were done in Microsoft Excel 
and the results for Company Alpha and Beta are available in appendix G [8.6]. 

 
Figure 9 - Two-Tailed t-test 

Company Alpha

H0: μAG- μAI=0 

Based on mean values gathered for each dimension, null hypothesis could not be rejected for 
following dimensions: Uncertainty Avoidance, Power Distance, Collectivism I – Institutional 
Collectivism, Humane Orientation, Performance Orientation and Gender Egalitarianism. For 
remaining following dimensions the null hypothesis could be rejected: Future Orientation, 
Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism, and Assertiveness. 

Result: |tstat|< t critical two tailed for only some cultural dimensions. 

This means that there was a significant difference in some dimensions that could lead to 
different results if samples are gathered again within company Alpha. 

Company Beta 

H0: μBs- μBI=0 

Based on these samples (respondents) and variances the null hypothesis (μBs- μBI=0) could not 
be rejected. Company Beta’s, t-test result showed no significant difference between Sweden and 
India for uncertainty avoidance, future orientation, power distance, collectivism I, humane 
orientation, performance orientation, collectivism II, gender egalitarianism and assertiveness. 

Result: |tstat|< t critical two tailed for all cultural dimensions. 

This result showed that the mean values for Sweden and India were closed to each other and if 
more samples would be gathered the result would be the same again. 

5.2 Qualitative Data Analysis - Organizational Culture Comparison  
The comparison of locations in company Alpha and company Beta was conducted by using the 
band technique used in GLOBE research project [2.3].  

This technique takes the score received for a given dimension and allocates it to the band which 
contains scores within a range defined by GLOBE research project [2.3] out of their study of 62 
countries.  Whilst the scores were used for describing characteristics of a country, they can be 
used for understanding the relative position of company Alpha and Beta within the overall 
framework. 
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Each organizational culture characteristic represented in form of a dimension has either three or 
four bands labeled A, B, C and D. An allocation to band A represents high orientation towards 
that dimension, an allocation to band B represents a tendency towards high orientation, an 
allocation to band C represents a tendency towards low orientation and an allocation to band D 
represents a low orientation towards that dimension.  

With the objective of coping with dimensions with only three bands, and with the objective of 
having an instrument that allow comparison in the same manner, researchers in this thesis 
decided to take the mean value determined by GLOBE research project out of 62 countries and 
to consider scores over the mean value as tendency towards high orientation and scores under 
the man value as tendency towards low orientation. 

Dimensions and meaning according to criteria described above is reflected in following tables:  

Dimension High 
Orientation 

Tendency 
towards high 
orientation 

Tendency 
towards low 
orientation 

Low 
Orientation 

1. Uncertainty Avoidance 
2. Future Orientation 
3. Collectivism I – 

Institutional Collectivism 
4. Power Distance 
5. Humane Orientation 
 

Allocation to 
band A 

Allocation to 
band B 

Allocation to 
band C 

Allocation to 
band D 

Table 5 - Dimensions with four bands 

 

Dimension High 
Orientation 

Tendency 
towards high 
orientation 

Tendency 
towards low 
orientation 

Low 
Orientation 

6. Performance Orientation 
7. Gender Egalitarianism 
8. Assertiveness 
9. Collectivism II – In-

Group Collectivism 
 

Allocation to 
band A 

Score over 
mean value 

Score below 
mean value 

Allocation to 
band C 

Table 6 - Dimensions with three bands 

Based on technique described is possible to easily identify dimensions for which a common 
perception within company Alpha and Beta is present as part of organizational culture.  

5.3 Intra-Organizational Comparison - Company Alpha 
As described in chapter empirical analysis [4.2], cultural controls are common for all locations 
across the globe for company Alpha. This could be confirmed based on findings gathered out of 
interviews conducted within company Alpha. A HR Manager stated:  

"Being a global company, there are standards defined at the corporate level which must be followed by all locations. 
Systems and procedures used here are the same ones used in India, Germany, USA or any other location in the 
world.  

On a case basis, some exceptions may apply since each country has different regulations and company Alpha must 
comply with them in order to operate in that country" 
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In another interview, an Office Facility Manager shared some insights into how facilities are set 
up globally as part of cultural control “Physical Arrangements”:  

"Company Alpha strives to set up each location in a similar manner.  

On a first step we need to fulfill requirements as dictated by local authorities in respect to illumination, air 
circulation, acoustic, temperature, etc. Usually we go well beyond the minimum requirements and try to create an 
atmosphere that is aligned with our organizational culture: transparency, collaboration, interactivity and 
flexibility." 

A recruiting Manager expressed in another interview:  

“Systems and procedures we used here are defined at corporate level and there is not much room for interpretation.” 

Whilst cultural controls are common across all locations of company Alpha, empirical findings 
for company Alpha [4.2] showed that there are some differences at the organizational culture 
level which goes in line with arguments posed by Noerreklit & Schoenfeld (2000): different 
culturally determined value systems and different business environments. 

In following subsections a detail view of deviations encountered is described with a focus on 
answering propositions posed at the beginning of this chapter. 

5.3.1 H1 Proposition 
H1: A strong organizational culture within a MNO fosters development of cultural controls at the expense of 
respective national values. 

An intra-organizational comparison by using band technique described in chapter [5.1] yielded 
following results:  

Dimension Band for Company 
Alpha Germany 

Band for Company 
Alpha India 

Uncertainty Avoidance D C 
Future Orientation B A 
Power Distance D D 
Collectivism I - Institutional Collectivism B B 
Humane Orientation B B 
Performance Orientation A B 
Collectivism II - In-Group Collectivism C B 
Gender Egalitarianism B B 
Assertiveness B A 

Table 7 - Intra-organizational comparison between Germany and India 

As it can be observed by the rows marked in green in [Table 7], empirical results showed that 
company Alpha Germany and India have same characteristics in 4 out of 9 dimensions from an 
organizational culture standpoint. In remaining 5 dimensions there is a one band difference 
between company Alpha Germany and India.  

This was an interesting finding since differences did not yield contradicting characteristics. 
Instead, differences indicate that characteristics at the organizational level are similar but 
perceived and lived stronger either in company Alpha Germany or company Alpha India. This is 
possible because individuals have adapted the way they behave according to expectations set at 
the organizational level. 
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These findings conveyed a strong organizational culture within company Alpha which is not 
location dependent and which is reflected in cultural controls available. An example of how a 
cultural control was designed based on organizational culture is the code of conduct. 

The code of conduct contained characteristics of 6 dimensions for which company Alpha 
Germany and India had same or similar perceptions: low power distance, high humane 
orientation, high performance orientation, low uncertainty avoidance, low in-group collectivism 
and low assertiveness. Whilst not all dimensions were present in the “Code of Conduct”, it gives 
a strong indication that this cultural control was developed with the idea of conveying the values 
of an organization and which is perceived by employees in both locations of company Alpha 
similarly since employees in both locations attribute same or similar characteristics to their 
respective location. 

An MNO like company Alpha is interested in developing this kind of management controls 
since they can steer individuals towards achieving organizational objectives. Particularly because 
cultural controls can provide effective management at low costs and create few side effects 
(Merchant & Van der Stede, 2012). This could be reinforced by a statement made by one of the 
interviewees:  

"We are not a typical German company and our way of working is atypical. Nonetheless, there is something 
within the company that makes things keep working successfully and which could be related to our organizational 
culture.  

It would be interesting to know what kind of company we are since I am convinced that our organizational culture 
is the reason why we are successful as a company". 

As a conclusion, H1 could be validated since a strong organizational culture within company 
Alpha led to development of cultural controls which convey organizational values that differ 
from the national ones.  

5.3.2 H2 Proposition 
H2: Organizational culture differences within a MNO can foster the development of customized cultural controls. 

Findings identified in previous subchapter [5.3.1] yielded interesting results because GLOBE 
research project [2.3] identified that individuals in Germany and India have different perceptions. 
The most significant ones are characterized in dimensions “Humane Orientation” and 
“Collectivism II – In-Group Collectivism” since they show totally contradicting perceptions.  

Dimension Band for Germany as 
a Country 

Band for India as a 
Country 

Humane Orientation D B 
Collectivism II - In-Group Collectivism C A 

Table 8 - Germany and India as a country as defined by GLOBE research project (2004) 

Given different perceptions at the national level between Germany and India identified by 
GLOBE research project [2.3], and differences from an organizational culture standpoint 
described in previous subchapter [5.3.1], researchers in this thesis wanted to understand whether 
those differences fostered the development of customized cultural controls. 

Out of official documents [3.3.2] which were reviewed during this thesis it was not possible to 
identify any customization of cultural controls within company Alpha attributed to national 
values. Nonetheless during interviews conducted it was possible to identify at least one 
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customization of a cultural control which was planned at the time this research was conducted. A 
HR Manager interviewed provided following insight:  

“As part of our efforts for improving benefits we offer to our employees, we are seeking to release a program which 
will make easier for our employees in Germany to find short to middle-term projects abroad in a variety of areas of 
specialization.  

This program will inform employees about opportunities abroad via a bulletin. The bulletin will be in German 
language and will be sent only to employees in Germany on a regular basis” 

This finding was interesting since it showed that company Alpha sought to customize a cultural 
control which was already present. As described in chapter empirical findings [4.2.3], intra-
organizational transfers are available across all locations of company Alpha and are directed to all 
levels and not only to individuals in management positions. 

A possible explanation for this could be attributed to cultural values of the country itself and 
which could lead an organization to adapt standardized cultural controls for a given location. 
Individuals within Germany expect to have a high degree of individuality and to be able to take 
decisions by themselves without depending on someone.  

Therefore, company Alpha Germany’s management may have the perception that additional 
mechanisms for enabling individuals to individually shape their careers are necessary.  

However, another explanation for this finding could be the fact that company Alpha in Germany 
is relatively unknown in the German market and the organization is seeking to improve benefits 
they offer, and consequently their image, with the objective of attracting additional talent into the 
company. 

 As a conclusion, H2 could be only partly validated since there was not enough evidence that 
organizational culture differences within company Alpha can foster the development of 
customized cultural controls.  

5.4 Intra-Organizational Comparison - Company Beta 
Empirical analysis and cultural controls for company Beta that previously were described in 
chapter [4.3] are confirmed herein based on interview’s answers. There are global cultural 
controls within Company Beta that applies for the complete company. Policies, procedures, 
directives and handbooks are available for managers and employees on the intranet and, as 
described earlier [4.3.3], they could be customized to a particular country to some extent if 
required. 

Regarding the intra organizational transfer a HR manager explained: “According to our recruitment 
policy all open job positions shall be advertised. For some positions expatriate contracts are available which would 
mean moving a person from one country to another, for other positions a local contract is more suitable. To support 
a project or other important topics, we can send resources and competences to other sites to provide some support. If 
we acquire a new company we may send many people from head office functions to implement our culture, way of 
working and to have control. It is also a way for us to learn.” 

During one interview that was related to the Group Rewards, Compensation and benefit 
manager stated: “We have a total compensation policy and benefits and bonuses may differ depending on the 
country. In Sweden and in India there is group based compensation.  
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Additionally, profit sharing is used for some countries as in Sweden where we profit sharing applies for all 
employees. For senior managers and middle management other incentive programs might be available”. 

Code of conduct, is followed up at Company Beta with e-learning and a survey that is distributed 
to all employees and consultants. As earlier described in chapter [4.3.3], code of conduct is 
mandatory for all employees. 

5.4.1 H1 Proposition 
H1: A strong organizational culture within a MNO fosters development of cultural controls at the expense of 
respective national values. 

For Company Beta, the band technique described in chapter [5.2] was used to evaluate the intra-
organizational similarities between Sweden and India. 

Dimension Band for Company 
Beta Sweden 

Band for Company 
Beta India 

Uncertainty Avoidance C B 
Future Orientation A A 
Power Distance D D 
Collectivism I - Institutional Collectivism B B 
Humane Orientation A B 
Performance Orientation A A 
Collectivism II - In-Group Collectivism A A 
Gender Egalitarianism A A 
Assertiveness C B 

Table 9 - Intra-organizational comparison between Sweden and India 

The empirical result in Sweden and in India shows that 6 out of 9 dimensions are within the 
same band, marked green in table 9. For the remaining 3 dimensions (uncertainty avoidance, 
human orientation and assertiveness) there was only one band difference and approx. 0.5 in 
score. As previously described by using results from GLOBE research project in chapter [4.1], 
there were only two (future orientation and performance orientation) out of the 9 dimensions 
positioned in the same band for the societal culture.  

These findings convey a very strong organizational culture which is not location dependent and 
which is reflected in cultural controls available since company Beta standardized cultural control 
mechanisms across all locations such as code of conduct, intra-organizational transfer, and 
physical arrangements. 

Out of interviews conducted it was possible to confirm findings related to a strong 
organizational culture. One department manager expressed: “We have become more global and we have 
established a global awareness. There is no difference between working in Sweden or India, many are living the 
same type of life. We are very much the same and we have created long-term relationships that have made us grow 
together. In India they see us as a good employer”. 

An interesting finding was that dimensions for company Beta at the headquarters (in Sweden) 
differed considerably in four dimensions as defined by GLOBE research project for country 
Sweden. This indicates that cultural controls were defined according to expectations set at the 
organizational level and not based on national expectations.  

Therefore, proposition H1 could be confirmed since organizational culture has fostered not only 
the creation of common management control mechanisms but rather a whole life style which is 
reflected in many areas of employees’ lives working for company Beta. 
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5.4.2 H2 Proposition 
H2: Organizational culture differences within a MNO can foster the development of customized cultural controls. 

As explained in previous chapter there are no big discrepancies, maximum one band difference, 
for organizational cultural dimensions between Sweden and India. Nonetheless, at the national 
level there is one dimension with contradictive perceptions.  

Dimension 
Band for Sweden as 
a Country 

Band for India as a 
Country 

Collectivism II - In-Group Collectivism C A 
Table 10 - Sweden and India as a country as defined by GLOBE research project (2004) 

One of the characteristics of an organization with high in-group collectivism is bound to 
organizations’ responsibility for the welfare of employees. Whilst this is a contradicting 
perception at the national level for company Beta’s headquarters located in Sweden (band C), at 
the organizational level company Beta has a strong orientation towards work life balance which 
is fully lived within the whole organization.  

This could be confirmed out of an interview with a compensation and benefit manager: “We 
apply the country pay practice in order to attract and retain the workforce needed in that specific country. As an 
example in India one of our country pay practices is work/life balance which is perceived as more generous 
compared to other companies in India” 

As it can be read from the statement, adapting control mechanisms is a strategy for attracting, 
retaining and developing talent within company Beta. Work life balance within company Beta 
has its origin from headquarters in despite of having a different expectation at the national level. 
This kind of control mechanisms adaptations is well received in the subsidiary in India because at 
the national level individuals expect an employer to take care of them (band A). 

This is reverse example of how an organization adapts itself based on organizational objectives 
and which help transmitting values as part of the organizational culture. However, this evidence 
did not provide strong arguments for justifying how cultural differences foster the customization 
of cultural controls. 

Therefore, it was not possible to validate proposal H2 since no additional hard evidence was 
found out of empirical data collected. 

 

5.5 Similarities of Company Alpha and Beta 
Based on intra-organizational comparison of respective locations within company Alpha and 
Beta it was possible for researchers working in this thesis to identify some similarities.  

Firstly, they have both achieved as MNOs to create a strong organizational culture. Individuals 
with different values and principles have adapted the way they work since they understand the 
organization they work for has different values and principles than the ones present in their 
country of origin. By achieving that individuals adapt the way they work, MNOs like company 
Alpha and Beta ensure that values and principles of an organization remain intact and are 
perceived by different locations in a similar way. 

In case of company Beta this was achieved by sending enough individuals working in the 
headquarters to the new subsidiary for ensuring that values and principles of the organization are 
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transmitted. In the case of company Beta in India people were sent to Sweden for short-term 
assignments both for management positions and also to support project work. In management 
control terms, company Beta is making use of using cultural control “Intra-organizational 
transfers”.  

Company Alpha takes a twofold approach for achieving similar results:  senior managers from 
headquarters are sent to a new subsidiary for a period of time. Additionally, cultural control 
“Intra-organizational transfers” is complemented by using personnel and selection management 
control for ensuring that people who work for the organization are the right fit for company 
Alpha. This could be confirmed during an interview with a Recruiting Manager:  

“In despite of being a large multinational company, we don’t seek to hire individuals who have worked for large 
organizations.  

Our objective is to find individuals who have an entrepreneurial spirit whose profile and mentality fits rather in 
startup companies” 

Second, both MNOs have standardized cultural control mechanisms across locations. In despite 
of having locations in countries with different values and principles, company Alpha and Beta 
have developed standardized cultural control for steering employees across the world. This is 
possible since they have invested considerable time and effort in creating a strong organizational 
culture.  

Third, both MNOs had identical scores in two organizational culture’s dimensions: power 
distance and institutional collectivism. Whilst there is no hard evidence on this phenomenon out 
of data collected in this thesis, researchers attributed the outcome to two factors:  

1. Both organizations seek to create a transparent working environment and to provide 
equal opportunities to everyone 

2. Both organizations are highly competitive and employees are aware that their unique 
skillet is essential for remaining successful 

Nonetheless, finding hard evidence on hypothesis described above is out of scope of this thesis. 
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6 Conclusions and Implications 
Organizations seek to steer employees towards organizational objectives through the use of 
management control mechanisms. One type of management control mechanism which could be 
used within organizations and, according to Merchant and Van der Stede (2012), do not generate 
high costs and create few side effects is cultural controls. 

However, cultural controls need to be carefully designed in such a way they meet organizational 
culture characteristics of whole organization and not of individual units. Otherwise, a distorted 
image of individual units within the organization may arise when evaluating overall performance 
of the organization. 

In this context, this thesis sought to answer following question:   

“How does organizational culture foster the presence of cultural controls in the context 
of two European companies and subsidiaries in Southern Asia? “  

As it could be verified in this thesis, a MNO like company Alpha possesses a strong 
organizational culture as explained in chapter [5.3] since individuals working in Germany and 
India have same or similar perceptions of company Alpha in despite of different culturally 
determined value systems. Similarly, company Beta, showed a strong organizational culture in 
Sweden and in India and there are similar perceptions of company Beta in both locations as it 
was explained in chapter [5.4]. 

This finding goes in line with reasoning presented chapter [2] related to organizational culture 
stating that national culture does not fully describe values and principles of an organization. At 
the same time, this finding confirms argument proposed by Noerreklit & Schoenfeld (2000) 
stating that organizational culture is a mixture of several factors including values and principles 
of different nations and beliefs of individual persons based on their understanding of reality.   

Furthermore, in this thesis was possible to verify that cultural controls within a MNO like 
company Alpha and Beta were designed with the idea of conveying values of an organization and 
not culturally determined value systems dictated by a specific nation as it was explained in 
chapters [5.3.1] and [5.4.1]. Therefore, organizational culture fosters the development and 
presence of cultural controls at the global level. This is strived by MNOs like company Alpha 
and Beta since cultural controls can steer individuals towards achieving organizational objectives 
at low costs and by creating few side effects. 

Additionally, this thesis demonstrated in chapter [4.2.3] and [4.3.3]  that MNOs like company 
Alpha and Beta strive to standardize cultural control mechanisms since same controls are 
enforced in all company Alpha’s and Beta’s locations across the globe. This is not surprising 
since as Hoffman & Weide (2009) identified, standardization unfolds several advantages for an 
organization: "cross-national synergy effects, cost savings, shorter reporting cycles, comparability between 
subsidiaries and a uniform and consistent company-wide financial strategy".  

Nonetheless, as it was explained in chapter [5.3.2] there could be some cases in where cultural 
values of the country itself could lead an organization to adapt standardized cultural controls for 
a given location.  

6.1 Implications 
The findings of this thesis have a theoretical and practical implication. Their relevance is 
described below.  
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Theoretical Implications 

This thesis showed that a MNO like company Alpha and Beta can develop a strong 
organizational culture able to supersede perception of individuals at the expense of national 
values. Further cross-cultural studies involving large organizations must pay special attention of 
guiding their research efforts by first understanding characteristics of the organization in 
question with the objective of having a solid based that accurately describes the organization.  

Establishing characteristics of an organization must be conducted by using correct instruments 
such as Alpha questionnaire developed by GLOBE research project [2.3]. In the literature, there 
are several examples of studies that guided their research efforts by using unsuitable instruments 
for determining organizational culture such as VSM 2013 (Hofstede, 2013). 

Furthermore, this thesis showed how MNOs invest considerable time and resources for 
developing cultural controls as part of global management. Further research efforts in the area of 
management control should strive to complement existing knowledge on cultural controls with 
the objective of understanding and describing the broad range of informal controls available in 
MNOs. 

Practical Implications 

This thesis showed that MNOs such as company Alpha and Beta seek to standardize control 
mechanisms due the benefits it yields. In practice standardization is difficult to implement since 
business conditions of an organization require them to be flexible and in some cases to 
customize a control mechanism leading to an increase of efforts and expenses.  

Additionally, this thesis showed that MNOs like company Alpha and Beta can create a strong 
organizational culture which is independent of a physical location, independent of local cultural 
values and which can contribute to achieving organizational objectives. Managers working for 
MNOs need to be aware and need to understand their organizational culture’s characteristics for 
being able to control their organizations in a better manner based on a framework such as 
GLOBE research project [2.3].  

 

6.2 Future Research 
This thesis revealed to researchers several interesting topics that could be suitable for future 
research and which could contribute to the literature on management control and organizational 
culture. 

Researchers could extend the scope of this thesis and perform an empirical analysis as presented 
in [2.3] that foresees data collection over  per location and during a longer 
period of time. Additionally, a similar study could be undertaken for exploring whether same 
findings can be replicated in a larger group of locations within the same MNO. Due time 
constraints, this thesis included a limited number of samples and only two locations. 

Along the same lines, a possible extension could be focused on using a broader set of cultural 
controls since Merchant and Van der Stede defined only five of them: code of conduct, group 
based rewards, intra-organizational transfers, physical arrangements and tone at the top . 
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Another line of research could built on results presented in this thesis and perform a quantitative 
approach to measure whether there is any correlation between perceptions of different locations 
and empirical results yielded by GLOBE research project [2.3]. 
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8 Appendices 
8.1 Appendix A - Interview Guide 
No.  Category Question 
1 General Is there any formal of control mechanism within your 

department that ensures that organizational objectives are 
achieved? 

2 Intraorganizational -
Transfers 

Is it possible for employees working for this organization to 
do an intra-organizational transfer?  

3 Intraorganizational -
Transfers 

Are there any mechanisms within this organization to make 
employees aware of intra-organizational transfers? 

4 Intraorganizational -
Transfers 

What kind of support does this organization offer to 
employees relocating to another location? 

5 Group Rewards Is there any kind of compensation in [country 1] that 
includes a financial retribution based objectives defined at 
department, team or company level? 

6 Group Rewards Is there any kind of compensation in [country 2] that 
includes a financial retribution based on objectives defined 
at department, team or company level?  

7 Group Rewards Are you aware whether in [country 2] same policies for 
fixed/variable salary apply? i.e. 80% Fix, 20% variable 

8 Physical Arrangements Are you aware whether offices layout are bound to any 
policies? i.e. Colors, Open Space, Flowers, rooms with glass 
walls 

9 Tone at the top Do you understand the objectives your supervisor defined 
for you? 

10 Tone at the top How does your supervisor communicate those objectives? 
11 General Are there any relevant documents I could look into? 
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8.2 Appendix B - Data Generation 
Organizational culture data was evaluated by using SPSS Syntax as defined by GLOBE research 
project [2.3]. 

Section 1
recode V1_1 V1_16 V1_19 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V1_31 V1_3 V1_4 V1_8 V1_13 V1_25 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V1_7 V1_30 V1_9 V1_21 V1_24 V1_29 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V1_15 V1_18 V1_20 V1_27 V1_26 V1_23 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V1_11 V1_33 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).

Uncertainty Avoidance Organizational Practices=mean(V1_1,V1_16,V1_19).
Future Oriented Organizational Practices =mean(V1_3,V1_4,V1_8).
Power Distance Organizational Practices =mean(V1_5,V1_13,V1_25).
Collectivism 1 Organizational Practices =mean(V1_7,V1_12,V1_30).
Humane Orientation Organizational Practices =mean(V1_9,V1_21,V1_24,V1_29).
Performance Orientation Organizational Practices =mean(V1_15,V1_18,V1_20,V1_27).
Collectivism 2 Organizational Practices =mean(V1_11,V1_23,V1_26,V1_28,V1_33).
Gender Egalitarianism Organizational Practices =mean(v1_17, v1_22, v1_34).
Assertiveness Organizational Practices =8-mean(v1_2, v1_6, v1_10, v1_14).

Section 3

recode V3_1 V3_16 V3_19 V3_24 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V3_25 V3_3 V3_4 V3_8 V3_13 V3_26 V3_34 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V3_36 V3_7 V3_28 V3_9 V3_21 V3_32 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).
recode V3_38 V3_15 V3_18 V3_20 V3_33 V3_11 V3_23 V3_27 (1=7)(2=6)(3=5)(4=4)(5=3)(6=2)(7=1).

Uncertainty Avoidance Organizational Values=mean(V3_1,V3_16,V3_19,V3_24).
Future Orientation Organizational Values =mean(V3_3,V3_4,V3_8,V3_30).
Power Distance Organizational Values =mean(V3_5,V3_13,V3_36).
Collectivism 1 Organizational Values =mean(V3_7,V3_12, V3_40).
Humane Orientation Organizational Values =mean(V3_9,V3_21,V3_32,V3_38).
Performance Orientation Organizational Values =mean(V3_15,V3_18,V3_20,V3_33).
Collectivism 2 Organizational Values =mean(V3_11,V3_23,V3_27,V3_29,V3_31,V3_37).
Gender Egalitarianism Organizational Values =mean(v3_17, v3_25, v3_39, v3_41).
Assertiveness Organizational Values =8-mean(v3_2, v3_10, v3_14). 
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8.3 Appendix D - Descriptive Statistics 
8.3.1 Company Alpha 

 
Figure 10 – Company Alpha Germany - Descriptive Statistics 

 
Figure 11- Company Alpha India – Descriptive Statistics 

8.3.2 Company Beta 

 
Figure 12 - Company Beta Sweden - Descriptive Statistics 

 
Figure 13  - Company Beta India - Descriptive Statistics 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sweden Uncertainty
_mean

Future_me
an

Power_me
an

Collectivis
m1_mean

Humane_
mean

Performan
ce_mean

Collectivis
m2_mean

Gender_m
ean

Assertiven
ess_mean

Valid N 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15,00

Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mean 4,05 4,53 3,33 4,55 5,02 5,00 4,80 3,85 3,35

Median 4,00 5,00 3,33 4,67 5,25 5,00 4,80 4,00 3,25

Standard 
Deviation

0,70 1,10 0,82 ,92 0,57 ,87 0,78 ,79 0,92

Range 2,67 3,33 2,67 3,00 2,00 2,50 3,00 2,67 2,75

Minimum 3,00 2,33 2,00 2,67 4,00 3,75 3,00 2,00 2,25

Maximum 5,67 5,67 4,67 5,67 6,00 6,25 6,00 4,67 5,00

India Uncertainty
_mean

Future_me
an

Power_me
an

Collectivis
m1_mean

Humane_
mean

Performan
ce_mean

Collectivis
m2_mean

Gender_m
ean

Assertiven
ess_mean

Valid N 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12

Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mean 4,53 4,81 3,69 4,53 4,56 4,60 4,76 3,92 3,88

Median 4,50 5,17 3,33 4,50 4,38 4,38 4,80 4,00 3,88

Standard 
Deviation

0,86 ,80 1,09 1,03 0,75 ,71 0,72 ,57 0,54

Range 2,67 2,33 3,67 4,33 2,25 2,50 0,33 2,00 1,50

Minimum 3,33 3,33 2,33 2,00 3,50 3,75 3,67 2,67 3,25

Maximum 6 5,67 6,00 6,33 5,75 6,25 6,00 4,67 4,75
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8.4 Appendix E - Cultural Dimensions 
 

Dimension High Scores Low Scores 
Uncertainty avoidance Have a tendency toward formalizing their 

interactions with others 
Document agreements in legal contracts 
Be orderly, keep meticulous records, documenting 
conclusions drawn in meetings 
Ely on formalized policies and procedures, 
establishing and following rules, verifying 
communications in writing 
Take more moderate calculated risks  
Inhibit new products development but facilitate 
the implementation stage through risk aversion and 
tight controls 
Show stronger resistance to change 
Show stronger desire to establish rules allowing 
predictability of behavior 
Show less tolerance for breaking rules 

Have a tendency to be more informal in their 
interaction with others  
Rely on word of others they trust rather than 
contractual arrangements 
Be less concerned with orderliness and the 
maintenance of records, often do not document he 
conclusions drawn in meetings 
Rely on informal interactions ad informal norms 
rather than formalized policies, procedure and 
rules 
Be less calculating when taking risks 
Facilitate the new product development especially 
in the initiation phase, through higher risk taking 
and minimal planning controls 
Show less resistance to change 
Show less desire to establish rules to dictate 
behavior 
Show more tolerance for breaking rules 

Power distance 
 

Power bases are stable and scarce 
Power is seen as providing social order, relation 
harmony, and role stability 
Limited upward social mobility 
Information is localized 
Different groups (e.g. women) have different 
involvement, and democracy does not ensure equal 
opportunities 
Civil liberties are weak and public corruption high 
Only a few people have access to resources, skills, 
and capabilities 

Power bases are transient and sharable (skills, 
knowledge) 
Power is seen as a source of corruption, coercion 
and dominance 
Information is shared 
All the groups enjoy equal involvement and 
democracy ensures parity in opportunities and 
development for all 
Mass availability of tools, resources, and 
capabilities Need for specialized technology, 
adapted to each other 

Collectivism I- Individualism 
 

Individuals are integrated into strong cohesive 
groups 
The self is view as interdependent with groups 
Group goals take precedence over individual goals 
Duties and obligations are important determinants 
of social behaviors 
People emphasize relatedness with groups  
There is a slower pace of life 
There are lower heart-attack rates 
There is lower subjective well-being 
There are more extended family structures 
Communication is indirect 
Individuals are likely to engage in group activities 
Individuals have fewer social interactions, but 
interactions tend to be longer and more intimate 
Individuals make greater distinctions between in-
groups and out-groups 
 
 

Individuals look after themselves or their 
immediate families 
The self is viewed as autonomous and independent 
in groups  
Individual goals take precedence over group goals  
Attitudes and personal needs are important 
determinants of behavior 
People emphasize rationality Ecologies are hunting 
and gathering, or industrial and wealthy 
There is a faster pace in life 
There are higher subjective well-being 
Communication is direct 
Individuals are likely to engage in activities alone 
Individuals have more social interactions, but 
interactions tend to be shorter and less intimate 
Individuals make fewer distinctions between in-
groups and out-groups 
 

Collectivism II- Societies 
 

Members assume they are highly interdependent 
with the organization and believe it is important to 
make personal sacrifices to fulfill their 
organizational obligations 
Employees tend to develop long-term relationship 
with employers from recruitment or retirement 
Organizations take responsibility for employee’s 
welfare 
Important decisions tend to be made by the group 
Selection can focus on relational attributes of 
employees 
Jobs are designed in groups to maximize the social 
and technical aspects of the job 
Training is emphasized more than selection 
Compensation and promotions are based on what 
is equitable for the group and on consideration of 
seniority and personal needs 
Motivation is socially orientated and is based on 
the need to fulfill duties and obligations and to 
contribute to the group 
Organizational commitment is based on 
expectation of loyalty and in-group attitudes 
Prosocial behaviors, or organizational citizenship 
behaviors, are more common 
Avoidant, obliging, compromising and 
accommodating conflict resolution tactic are 
preferred 
Accountability for organizational success ad 
failures rests with the groups 

Members assume that they are independent of the 
organization and believes it is important to bring 
their unique skills and abilities to the organization 
Employees develop short-term relationships, and 
change companies at their own discretion 
Important decisions tend to be made by individuals 
Selection focuses primarily on employees’ 
knowledge, skills and abilities 
Jobs are designed individually to maximize 
autonomy 
Selection is emphasized more than training 
Compensation and promotions are based on an 
equity model, in which an individual is rewarded in 
direct relationship to his/her contribution to task 
success 
Motivation is individually oriented and is based on 
individuals’ rational calculations of costs and 
benefits 
Prosocial behaviors, or organizational citizenship 
behaviors, are less common  
Direct and solution-oriented and is based on 
resolution tactics are preferred 
Accountability for organizational success and 
failures rests with individuals 
 
 

Gender egalitarianism Have more women in positions of authority 
Accord women a higher status in society 
Afford women a greater role in community 
decision making  

Have fewer women in positions of authority 
Accord women lower status in society 
Afford women no or a smaller role in community 
decision-making 
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Have a higher percentage of women participating 
in the labor force 
Have less occupational sex segregation 
Have higher female literacy rates 
Have similar levels of educations of females and 
males 

Ave a lower percentage of women participating in 
the labor force 
Have more occupational sex segregation 
Have lower female literacy rates 
Have a lover level of education of females relative 
to men 

Assertiveness 
 

Value assertive, dominant and tough behavior for 
everyone in the society 
Have sympathy for the strong 
Value competition 
Believe that everyone can succeed if she or he tries 
hard enough 
Value success and progress 
Value direct and unambiguous communication 
Value being explicit and to the point in 
communication 
Value expressiveness and revealing thoughts and 
feelings 
Have relatively positive connotations for the term 
aggression 
Have a just world belief 
Try to have control over the environment 
Stress equity, competition, and performance 
Have a “can-do” attitude 
Emphasize results over relationships 
Value taking initiatives 
Reward performance 
Expect demanding and challenging targets 
Believe that individuals are in control 
Value what you do more than who you are 
Build trust on the basis of capabilities or 
calculations 
Act and think of others as opportunistic 

View assertiveness as socially unacceptable and 
value modesty and tenderness 
Have sympathy of the weak 
Value cooperation 
Associate competition with defeat and punishment 
Value people and warm relationship 
Speak indirectly and emphasize “face-saving” 
Value ambiguity and subtlety in language and 
communications 
Value detached and self-possessed conduct 
Have far more negative connotations with the term 
aggression 
Have a unjust-world belief 
Value harmony with the environment rather that 
control 
Emphasize traditions seniority and experience 
Emphasize integrity, loyalty, and cooperative spirit 
View “merit pay” as potentially destructive to 
harmony 
Value who you are more than what you do 
Build trust on basis of predictability 
Think of others as inherently worthy and trust 
 

Future orientation 
 

Achieve economic success 
Have a prosperity to save for the future 
Have individuals who are psychologically healthy 
and socially well adjusted 
Have individuals who are more intrinsically 
motivated 
Have organizations with longer strategic 
orientation 
Have flexible and adaptive organizations and 
managers 
View materialistic success and spiritual fulfillment 
as an integrated whole  
Value the deferment of gratification 
Emphasize visionary leadership 
 

Have lower levels of economic success 
Have a propensity to spend now 
Have individuals who are psychologically unhealthy  
and socially maladjusted 
Have individuals who are less intrinsically 
motivated 
Have organizations with a shorter strategic   
orientation 
Have inflexible and maladaptive organizations and 
managers 
See materialistic success and spiritual fulfillment as 
dualities, requiring trade-offs 
Value instant gratification and place higher 
priorities on immediate reward 
Emphasize leadership that focuses on repetition of 
reproducible and routine sequences 

Performance orientation  
 

Value training & Development 
Emphasize result more than people 
Reward performance 
Value assertiveness, competitiveness & materialism 
Expect demanding targets 
Believe that individuals are in control 
Have a “can do” attitude 
Value and reward individual achievement 
Have performance oriented appraisal system that 
emphasize achieving results 
View feedback as necessary for improvement 
Value taking initiative 
Value bonuses and financial rewards 
Believe that anyone can succeed 
Believe that schooling and education are critical for 
success 
Value what you do more than who you are 
Attach little importance to age in promotional 
decisions 
Value being direct, explicit, and to the point in 
communication 
Have a monochromic approach to time 
Have a sense of urgency 

Emphasize seniority and experience 
Value harmony with the environment rather than 
control 
Have performance appraisal systems that 
emphasize integrity, loyalty, and cooperative spirit 
View feedback and appraisal as judgmental and 
discomforting 
View assertiveness as socially unacceptable 
Regard being motivated by money as inappropriate 
View merit pay as potentially destructive to 
harmony 
Value “attending the right school” as an important 
success criterion 
Associate competition with defeat ad punishment 
Value who you are more than what you do 
Pay particular attention to age in promotional 
decisions 
Value ambiguity and subtlety in language and 
communications 
Have a low sense of urgency 
 
 

Humane orientation 
 

Others are important 
Fewer psychological and pathological problems 
Values of altruism, benevolence, kindness, love and 
generosity have high priority 
Need for belonging and affiliation motivate people 
and nature 
Members of society are responsible for promoting 
well-being of others 
The state supports the private sector and maintains 
balance between public and private domains 
Members of society are urged to be sensitive to all 
forms of radical discriminations  
People are expected to promote paternalistic 
norms and patronage relationships  
People are urged to provide social support to each 
other 

Self-interest is important 
More psychological and pathological problems 
Values of pleasure, comfort, self-enjoyment have 
high priority 
Power and material possessions motivate people 
Welfare state guarantees social and economic 
protection of individuals 
Lack of support for others 
predominance of self-enhancement 
State provides social economic support for 
individuals’ well-being 
The state sponsors public provisions and sectors 
Public policy makers consider child labor practices 
as somewhat less-important issue 
Members of society are not sensitive to all forms 
of racial discrimination 
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Formal well-fare institution 
People are expected to solve their personal 
problems on their own 

Table 4 - Cultural Dimensions extracted from tables in House et.al. (2004) 
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8.5 Appendix F – Documents Reviewed 
No. Name Type Company Source 

1 Acceptable User Policies Official 
Document 

Alpha Intranet 

2 Code of Conduct Official 
Document 

Alpha Intranet 

3 Yearly Appraisal Process Official 
Document 

Alpha Provided by an 
Interviewee 

4 Recruiting Process Manual Official 
Document 

Alpha Provided by an 
Interviewee 

5 Compensation Overview Official 
Document 

Alpha Provided by an 
Interviewee 

6 Interviewing Guidelines Official 
Document 

Alpha Provided by an 
Interviewee 

7 Training Policies Official 
Document 

Alpha Intranet 

8 Company History Official 
Document 

Alpha Intranet 

9 Strategies Webpage Beta Intranet 
10 Code of Conduct Policy & 

Booklet 
Official 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

11 Whistleblowers procedure Internal 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

12 Directive Workplace Internal 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

13 Future Workplace 
Handbook 

Internal 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

14 Global total compensation 
policy 

Internal 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

15 International Assignment 
Policy 

Internal 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

16 Global recruitment policy Internal 
Document 

Beta Intranet 

17 Articles and Papers Journal   
18 Management Control 

Systems  
Book   

19 Culture, Leadership, and 
Organizations - The 
GLOBE Study of 62 
Societies 

Book   

20 Social Research Methods Book   
Table 11 - Documents Analyzed in this thesis 
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8.6 Appendix G – T-Tests Results 
8.6.1 Company Alpha 
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8.6.2 Company Beta 

 

 

t-Test: Two-Sample Assuming Unequal Variances
uncertainty_mean India Sweden performance_mean India Sweden

Mean 4,527778 4,053968 Mean 4,604167 5
Variance 0,736532 0,490401 Variance 0,505208 0,758929
Observations 12 15 Observations 12 15
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 21 df 25
t Stat 1,544813 t Stat -1,30012
P(T<=t) one-tail 0,068664 P(T<=t) one-tail 0,10271
t Critical one-tail 1,720743 t Critical one-tail 1,708141
P(T<=t) two-tail 0,137329 P(T<=t) two-tail 0,205421
t Critical two-tail 2,079614 t Critical two-tail 2,059539

future_mean India Sweden collectivism2_mean India Sweden
Mean 4,805556 4,533333 Mean 4,755556 4,8
Variance 0,635522 1,219048 Variance 0,518249 0,611429
Observations 12 15 Observations 12 15
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 25 df 24
t Stat 0,743017 t Stat -0,15339
P(T<=t) one-tail 0,232198 P(T<=t) one-tail 0,439685
t Critical one-tail 1,708141 t Critical one-tail 1,710882
P(T<=t) two-tail 0,464397 P(T<=t) two-tail 0,87937
t Critical two-tail 2,059539 t Critical two-tail 2,063899

power_mean India Sweden gender_mean India Sweden
Mean 3,694444 3,333333 Mean 3,916667 3,851454
Variance 1,180976 0,666667 Variance 0,325758 0,62903
Observations 12 15 Observations 12 15
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 20 df 25
t Stat 0,955403 t Stat 0,248115
P(T<=t) one-tail 0,17539 P(T<=t) one-tail 0,403036
t Critical one-tail 1,724718 t Critical one-tail 1,708141
P(T<=t) two-tail 0,35078 P(T<=t) two-tail 0,806072
t Critical two-tail 2,085963 t Critical two-tail 2,059539

collectivism1_mean India Sweden assertiveness_mean India Sweden
Mean 4,527778 4,546032 Mean 3,875 3,35
Variance 1,059764 0,853212 Variance 0,289773 0,855357
Observations 12 15 Observations 12 15
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0 Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 22 df 23
t Stat -0,04791 t Stat 1,842712
P(T<=t) one-tail 0,481112 P(T<=t) one-tail 0,039149
t Critical one-tail 1,717144 t Critical one-tail 1,713872
P(T<=t) two-tail 0,962224 P(T<=t) two-tail 0,078299
t Critical two-tail 2,073873 t Critical two-tail 2,068658

humane_mean India Sweden
Mean 4,5625 5,016667
Variance 0,558239 0,325595
Observations 12 15
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 20
t Stat -1,73876
P(T<=t) one-tail 0,048724
t Critical one-tail 1,724718
P(T<=t) two-tail 0,097448
t Critical two-tail 2,085963


